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CHAPTER I 
STATE ~IENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Purpose and scope of the Study 
Nature~ ..t.b.e 1nyeat1iat1on.--Thia study will attempt to 
determine the value of selected p.sychological tests for pre-
dicting acad.emic achievement at General College , Boat.on Uni-
versity. It involves finding the degree of relationship <be-
tween raw scores for each of three psychological testa (and 
some of their sub-testa) and academic grades for each of the 
subjects offered at General College, as well as finding the de-
gree of relationship between each of the predictors •nd the 
grade-point total. Regression formulae will be computed for 
each subject-matter field and the grade-point · total. Multiple 
correlations will also be figured for each of the subject-
matter fields and the grade- point total . It is hoped that the 
results of this study wil l provide some objective data that 
may be useful in refining the admissions policie• and guidance 
actlv1t1ea at General College, Boston University. 
Scope£! !a! inquiry.-- This study will concern itself 
with the class graduated ln June of 1948 -- the first class to 
be graduated from General College. It will include only those 
students for whom the following da.ta are complete and avail-
able: complete two-year record of academic grades in English 
1 
and Humanit1ea, Human Relations, Personal and Occupational 
Psychology, Political Economy, and Science; total ray scores 
on the Ohio State University Psychological Test (Form 21), the 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Teat, · Gamma Em., and the Cali-
fornia Teat of Mental Maturity, Short Form (Advanced); Non-
Language and Language scores on the California Teat of ental 
Maturity; and Reading Comprehension score on the Ohio State 
University Psychological Teat. 
S1x hundred and eighteen students entered with the class 
originally in Sept,mber of 1946, but there was a considerable 
amount of attrition, caused by fa1lurea, withdrawals, and 
transfers to other colleges. Several admissions plana were in 
effect with this fil'"st class, and for some people, data were 
not available for all of the various testa. Complete grade 
records were not available for those who withdrew, transferred, 
were d:ttopped, or had marks or Incomplete in some a.ubject or 
subjects. Accordingly, this study 1s restricted to 265 stu-
dents -- all those who flnlahed the two-year program and tor 
I 
whom all of these data are complete and available. 
The testa used in this study are essentially teats of 
scholastic aptitude. Many factors other than scholastic apt1-
tude are known to have a bearing on scholastic achievement. 
1/ 
Henry Eorow- reports 
The failure of intelligence teats, achievement testa, 
and high school recorda to predict college success with 
any great accuracy points to the importance of a number 
l/ Henry Borow "Current Problema in the Prediction ot College 
.\ t~~~~:ml~~_§: "-~~~~~~~-llt~§~:can Aas~oc_iat~on~ ~ :_ol_l~~~=~~~~-·- _ .. 
1- of nonintellectual factors 1n determining academic per-formance. These f actors, briefly discussed, are vo-
cational motives, educatfonal motives, uae of t ime, study 
practices, health,_ extra-curricular activities, and em-
ployment. 
' 1/ 
Wrenn and Bell- state, "The student does not learn with 
I 
his mind alone but as a personality unit." y 
Stagner concluded from his study that personality 1n-
tluenc s achi e-vement 1n an i ndirect way by atfec ting the de-
gree to which use 1a made of the i nd i vidual's pot entia l1 t i s. 
He no t es, "Personality measures can never be used as ent r ance 
qualifications because th students acor1ng high on undes1rabl 
traits are also high on aptitudes and represen t the very 
s tratum we should be developing ra ther than d1scouragi ng . 0 y 
oods and Chase have descri bed at some length person-
ality traits which retard progress at the college level. 
In a recent study of the failing student by Heaton and y 
Weedon, the authors investigated scholastic success and 
failure or students in relation to a number of factors includ-
ing psychological teat scores, reading ability, study habit 
and ak1lls, finances, physical health, and peraonal-socie.l 
·factors. 
~ 1/ Gilbert C, Wrenn and Reg1nal d Bell, Student P er• onnal !:!:2£-
1
1] :;m:: :::::r :~R::::::: t :f I::::o::l: :; ::4::.::m:: Ap t1 tude 
and Achievement,n Journal 2.! Educational Research, 26, (May 
I 1933), pp . 648-660. 
3/ Andrew H. Woods and Genevieve Chase, "Forma of Personality 
Obstructive to Progress in College," Journal ~Social Psz-
ehology, 8, Nov. 1927, PP• 411-431. 
4/ Kenneth L. Heaton and Vivian Weedon, The Falling Student, 
!he University ot Chicago Press, Chicago;-!939, 286 P• 
') 
-~ ~ _--,-_~ 
!I . Vogt, 1n discussing an unpublished study of failures made 
by Mattie MacAddison at the University of Oklahoma in 1927 and 
1928, stated that the investigation indicated "That failure on 
the part of freshmen and aophomore students is quite largely 
related to adjustment to college conditions." 
It would seem to be apparent, then, that many var1ablea 
other than schol.ast1c aptitude contribute to a student' a 
success or failure scholas t1cally. Such factors as pe rsonali t 
traits, study habits , motivation, financial need, physical 
health, and participation in outside activities all bave a 
bearing on . tinal success or failure. This tact is readily ad-
mitted. Our present study concerns itself with only one as -
pect of academic achievement -- the prognostic value ot select-
ed psychological teats u8ed at General College, Boa ton Uni ver-
sity. The effect ot all other variables on the academic 
achievement of the students will not be investigated. 
Just1t1cat1on for the study.-- In recent years, most in-
stitutions of higher learning have received many more appli-
cations for admission than they can accept. This raises the 
question of devising ~me adequate basts tor selecting those 
who w111 be admitted and those who must be rejected. The de-
gree to which any instruments or criteria can provide an ob-
jective basis for the selection of those students considered 
~~ to be more apt to succeed w,111 determine their usefulness in 
1
1 this respect. 
_L_~-~~~~-!~?21:~i~_?9:~~ _§l~~-~nts Fail," Schoo::~~ ~~~~~!~ _ ~~ , 
. -~-. ···-----·- -· - ---- -
I 
I - -- - _____ .;:,__ __ ~ 
1/ 
Crawtord- sta tes , "It an inatitut1on is to admit only a 
certain number of candidates, it .must be able, first of all, 
to justify its selection upon intellectual atandards." Selec-
tion becomes inadequate when the predictive meaeurea tall to 
discriminate between the good and the poor college material, 
or thoae who snow promise of aucceas in collegiate s tudy and 
those who show little auch promise. 
Colleges are making use of all known criteria in an eftor 
to retine and improve their admissions p:rocedurea. Standard-
ized tests are but one of the many techniques employed. As 2/ . 
long ago as 1930, Stoddard- stat ed that, "Good ends would. be 
served ·by teats which will indicate what performance the stu-
dent will ahow, assuming a co~u(tant educational environment ." y 
Feder says that, ideally, measurement ot growth should 
be continuous throughout the entire educational career of each 
person and comparable from school to school. Entrance exam1na 
tiona serve 1n lieu of thia. The prediCtive value of entrance 
1/ A. B. Crawford, "Forecasting Freshman Achievement,n School 
and Society, 31, January 25 .1 1930, PP• 125-132. 
2/ G. D. Stoddard, "The Uae of Quantitative Measurement 1n 
Inducting the Student into Institution• of Higher Learning 
and 1n Predicting H1a Academic Succeea," ~antitat1ve Measure-
ment 1n Institutions ot Higher L~arn1pS,"Chfcago, Univerafty 
o'£ Chicago Preas, 1930, pp. 88-l20. 
y D. D. Feder, "Evaluation of Some Problems in the Pred1.ct1on 
of Achievement at the College Level," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 26, November 1935, pp. 597-603. · 
examinations diminishes a.fter the first semester and markedly 
after the .f1.rat year. He turther states that the function of 
prediction 1a to facilitate guidance and not to achieve rigid 
determinism. 
1/ 
Benjamin Fine-; 1n his recently--published book, Admission 
to American Colleges, based on questionnaire returns from 450 
American colleges, says that 28 per cent ot the colleges . use 
no testa tor admission, and that over half make almost no use 
of admissions testa, although 90 per cent aay that they use 
them for guidance and placement. Thus, it would seem that 
many colleges in America ax-e using testa for one reason or 
another in their guidance program.. Which types of teats, then, 
are of moat use ln predicting academic aucceaa in college? 2/ . 
Koos and Kefauver- suggest that "General intelligence 
seemed to represent a practicable measure of capacity .for 
success 1n college work". And, indeed, it aeema sate to as-
sume tha t suceeaa in college is dependent to a degree upon 
scholastic aptitude. But many other factors are known to 
operate also. 
Numeroua studies have been made diaousaing the degree of 
relati.onship between entrance 1natumenta used and the. college 
1/ Benjamin Fine, Admission to American Colleges, N. Y., 
Harper and Bros., 1946. 
y L. v. Kooe and G. N. Kefauver, Guidance 1n Secondary 
Schools, 1aemillan Company, Ne York, 1932,-p. 292. 
,..... 
!I 
onro 1tt d · tud n . • grad 
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.v 
stated by Crawford and Bur~am . They say, ''A particular in.,. 
strument which serves quite well ln the situation fOI' which 
it has been developed may pro ve lmoa t useless elsewher , 
even ostensibly at the same educational level." 
General College of Boston Unlveralty is a comparatively 
new institution, having admitted lts .first class 1n Sep tember 
of 1946. It can not sensibly adopt the admissions policies 
and guidance activities which have proven to be successful in 
other schools. It must evolve a plan which seems to serve 
its purposes best. This involves try-out of procedures that 
would seem to be promising , then checking and evaluating the 
program and making revisions baaed on the results of that 
evaluation. The college 1a now engaged in th1a process of 
re.f1nement of admission and guidance policies; and it is hoped 
that th1a study will prove to be ot ome use in this respect. 
Genera education on a collegiate level 1a a relatively 
new field , and very .t'ew 1nst1 tutiona offering this type of 
education are operating. Boston University ·must rely even 
more, then , on reaults they work out , inasmuch aa there are 
ver1 few other schools attempting t o perform a similar 
function. 
1/ Albert B. Crawford and Paul s . Burnham, Forecasting College 
Achievement, Yale Uni vera1 t1 Press, New Haven, 1§46, p . 89. 
Setting of the Study 
Na ture and !.!.!!!!. !!.!. General College program ..... Inasmuch 
this study was made in a type of institution Which may 'be un-
fami liar to some, -.n e~lanatiQn of the nature and aims of a 
''general educa tiorl' program would seem to be in ordez> at this 
l/ 
point. Judson R. Butler,- Dean of Genttral College, Boston Un1 ... 
ver s ity , gi ves a clear e.xplanat1on of general education in a 
recent article. He aaya, 
"'l'b.e program propoa.ed . and inaugurated by President 
Daniel L. Marsh, through the eatabl1ahment of Boston 
University's General College, is one •ttempt to .restore 
collegiate tra1n1ng to mean1ngful and intelligent un~ty. 
The doors of the college were opened in September, 1946 
to 618 secondary-school graduates, of whom four ... _fif ths 
were men. These student s were selected on the 'basis of 
school record and scholast1c·apt1tude tests. The 
greater emphasis was placed on the latter. Using such 
standardized testa as the Ohio State, a standing at or 
above the BOth percentile on twelfth grade norms con-
stituted the usual minimum requirement. •••• 
"I ts p rogram differs widely from that of most 
l iberal-ar t s or professional colleges, 1n wh1eh ·the 
student chooses h1a courses of s tudy from a w1de varie-
ty offered 1n many d1f.t'ez>ent flelds. Instead, the two-
year curriculum, of the General College, followed 1n 
toto by all a tudenta , includes material from five 
broad areaa of human interest : science, social science , 
English and 11 terature, guidance, and h1atory and 
government. These are taught without reference to the 
lines of demarcation which normally set off one subj-aet 
from another. 
"The aim 1a tualon w1 th1n each of these broad 
· fields, and. careful integra tion among all fields. The 
1 Judson R. Butler, "A General Education Program 1n Action, " 
. ehool and Socie ty, 65, May 3, 1947 , pp . 321-326. 
0 
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subject matter of physics, chemistry,_ and biology thus 
is !used into the single course in science, and science 
is correlated in turn with his tory and government and 
_the social sciences, w1 th English, 11 tera ture, and the 
humani ties, and with guidance. 
"This more natural method of presentation neither 
prec ludes thoroughnees nor neceaeitatea '- superfi cial 
survey approach. Systems of knowledge -.re developed 
rather than .the acquisition of mere isolated facta and 
techniques. In contraet to the subject-:m.atter or con-
ventional approach , the purpose of g$neral education 
is to equip the student with a wide understanding of 
the - orld about him and the social system 1n .which he 
lives, rather than with a detailed, but more or less 
isolated~ knowledge of certain particular subjects. 
As a natural corollary, emphaiia 1s pla.ce·d on the 
ability to think clearly and logically ••••• 
"After these two years of study in the general.;. 
education program, transfer to another eollege of the 
university · ia a.rranged through our guidance depart-
ment in co-operation with the- registrar of.' the senior 
college -concerned. The placement of' the student in a 
course of advanced study with jun!or-elaas standing , 
or his placement in a job, r .epresents the culmination 
to an intenai ve two-year guidance program , •••• 
ttPerhapa the most unique and valuable fea.tur of 
the program of the Gen•ral College is the close re-
lationship of each of the departments to _ the others. 
In many conventional colleges there is an academic 
wall between the natural sciences, the eoclal sciences, 
and literature. There is a natural relat1onah1p in 
the materials covered, but, sinee they ere not co-or ... 
dina ted, the vaLue of these relationahipa may . b ob-
scured or lost. Because o~ this, the student•a edu~ 
cation tends to be a.tom1st1c, At the General College, 
however, a eona1etent attem}>t 1s made to present knowl~ 
edge as a. whole. • ••• 
"This at t itude of helpful eo-ordination and the 
method of close correlation among all d1 visions of 
General College have proved mutually beneficial to the 
1na true tor and th.e student. S tuden te benef1 t from the 
el1m1ne.tion ot both the overlapping in :material and 
the gaps in knowledge which are a common result of the 
academic isolation of the varlou.a d1ac1pl1nea. The 
student 1a given a thorough background from related 
subjects whenever this preparation 1s necessary or 
I 
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helpful . And the instructor is saved from excursions 
into other fields f or which his training and eXperi-
ence have not prepared him to speak as an authority. 
But , above all, this method of integration is effec -
tive in enriching the curriculum and in broadening 
the student ' s knowledge and understanding . • ·•· 1/ . 
Dean Butler- seems to sum up the nature and aims of a 
general education program quite well when he says , "It is a 
revolt against haphazard educational guidance and the hit-or-
miss elective system. The purpose is to bring or r estore 
unity and meaning to college training ." 
Descrip tion of the study gro.up ... - The study group of 265 
freshmen 1s compo sed of 222 men and only 43 women. Of the 
43 women, 14 are veterans of the armed services in World War II 
and 29 have a non- veteran status· ~ · Of the 222 men, 201 are 
veterans , and only 21 are non- veterans . Figure 1 shows a dis -
tribution of ages of the study group computed as of September 
1946 , when they started their freshman year . 
s-. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of ages of 265 General College, 
Boston University students computed as of September 1946 . 
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The m·ecUan age of the study group is 21 years and nine 
months. The mean age 1a approxtmately 23 years • . We find, 
then, that the study group seems to be disproportionately 
composed of male students, and that more than 80 per cent of 
all of the students studied are veterans with war-time service. 
(215 out of the 265 are veterans ) . The average age of these 
entering freshmen is considerably higher than would be ex-
pected 1n a "normal" college fres~an population. The group, 
then, is heavily weighted with men and with veterans, and the 
_/ 
group as a whole 1s considerably older than the average fresh-
man group in "nor·mal " years. · Any in tel:'pre ta t1on of results 
obtained in this study should consider all of these factors 
· relating to the composition of the study gPoup. 
Preview .2! thesis contents.-- Chapter II will attempt to 
give a picture of related studies in a brief review ot re-
la t ed research. Chapter Ill will concern itself wi th the 
various procedures employ:ed 1n the a tudy , including a brief 
eXplanation of the instruments used, the contel',\t of the various 
school subj ects, and the treatment of the d~ta. In Chapter IV, 
the findings will be covered i n detail• Chapter V will t,>e de-
voted. to i mp lic.ationit that may reasonably be attached to the 
:findings , and Chapter VI will cover obvious limitations o:t' the 
a tudy and make sugges tiona tor f urther reaeaz-eh.. 
J 
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CHAP TER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Related Stud1ea 
11 
The literat ure is rep lete w1 th studies of the relat i onship 
I be t ween measures on psychological tests and subsequent recorda y 
of scholastic achievement. al t er s . onroe s tates th t , 
"P r ac t ically e~Jery men t al tes t adapted to college students has 
I 
i 
[I been given at one or more institutions t o e.saer tain the extan t I 
, to which it can be used 1n predic t i ng success or failur e . " /1 
Resu l t s of typical, related studies will be c1 ted here t o ser ve I 
I as a basta of comp arison for resu l t s obtained with this s tudy 
I group. 
2/ 
Single studies.-- Among the f i ve variables Quaid- used t o 
determine the efficacy of measures 1n the predic t ion of college 
1 freshmen marks was the Ohio State Univers i ty Psycholog ical Test I 
I 
I I wh ich ranked first - as a pred1c t 1ve ins t rument w1 th a corr e-
lation of .473. The high school averages ranked second with 
a correlation of +.385, while the A. C. E. ranked third with 
an "r" of .367. 
II 1/ Op . c! t., p . 847. 
1 2/ T. D. D. D. Quaid, "study of Prediction of College Freshman 
Marks," Journal of Experimental Education, 6, 1 arch 1938 , pp . 
ii 350-375. -
13 
1/ 
In reporting on his study; Garrett- says -, 
, The results of this study indicate that the Ohio 
State Psychological Examination is a reliabl e guide in 
predicting college grades . This is indicated by an _ "r" 
of . 68 obtained between the raw scores on this test and 
college grades received from 52 different colleges by 
200 Warren G. Harding Senior High School graduates. 
2/ 
Part of Goodman's- findings revealed a correlation of 
+•54 between the Otis Test of Mental Ability and English Compo-
sition. He f elt that the Ot!s correlated more highly with 
semester average {t.53) than any other tests of the vocational 
guidance battery used. 
3/ 
Traxler-; in reporting on one of his studies, says, "These 
data indicate that where the sampling is :fairly wlde the cor-
relation between the A. c. E. Psychological Examination and the 
Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability is approximately 
t.so. It ts obvious that the two tests have much tn common." 
In a study of the California Test of Mental Maturity , 
. y . . 
Traxler reported the following correlation between the Cali-
fornia and the American Council Psychological Examination: 
I 
-II y w. s. Garreftt, "Thed10htiio Sstate Psyoihoclogl_ ileal wxamo 1natito1n --
An Instrument or Pre e ng uccess n . o ege, ceupa _ ons, 
'I :;· c:p~. ·:::::. "Prediction of College Success by Means of 
"Thurstone's Primary Abilities Tests,"Educational and Psycho-
I! 
I 
I! 
logical M$!surement, 2, 1944, PP• 125-146. · 
3/ A.. E. : T~axle~, ncorrele.tlon Between · Two Tests of Academic 
Aptitude," School .~ Society, 61 1 Ju;ne 9, 1945, PP• 383-384. 
4/ , "A Study of the California Test of Mental 
Maturity , Educational Records Bulletin, 22, January 1931, PP • 
49-60. . 
I 
I 
~ 
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Cal. Test of Mental Maturity vs. A • C • E. 73 
n 
" 
n 
" 
n 
n 
n 
" 
" (Lang .) ve. A.C.E. 73 
"'(N. Lang.Jve. A.C.E. 73 
r P. E. 
-
' 
.728 +.037 
- . 
.773 --r -.032 
.476 + -,061 
Traxler co~anted on theae .reauit•, "The correlations of 
the California Tes~ ot Mental Maturity with total acores of 
th~ American Council Ps:ycholog1cal Examination compare_: 1n most 
instances w1 th the corr•lattona -of other . tests ot 1nte111genoe. 
·_ . . . !I . ;.·. ··' ,:. . 
In a recent atudy by Mary A. Lanigan, the Otis, /hC~E., 
and Minnesota Speed of Reading Tests were investigated aa pre-
d1etive measures of a1eceas 1n eub ject-matter tielda ove~ a 
tour-year period at the College o-r Liber•l Arts, Boston Uni-
versity • . The following ~orrelations were _reported• 
A. C • . E. Minn. 
English .291 
Social Studies .423 
.325 .542 
. • 501 .393 
Languages .230 
Mathemati.cs -.237 
.222 ·423 
.324 .194 
Science .531 .442 .452 
Fine Arts • 381 
. . !I 
Lillian Pox-tenter ttemarks 
.364 .317 
on her a tudy made at- the U_ni-
versi ty ot Wyoming, 
During the school year 19:4,4··1945 · in which results 
on the Ohio State Psychological Teat (Form. 21) . only we.re 
, i/ Mary ·A. Lanigan, l?J4 Ettect1x•nft&IJ .Q.t. the. o..u.a. • .tb.e. .a.. c.. E.., 
ing, .t1a. Minneaota Spfted at.· Raad1pfi ~ :to.z:. PratUctfng FWcc•a• 
1n Qollft"e' Master•s Thesis, (unpublished), Boston University, 
School of Education Library, 1947, 49 P• 
I 
---~-1 
2/ L1111~ G. Porten1er, "Pttedieting Suoeesa in Introductory 
Paychology," Educational ,!lli! Psycholos1cal Meaau:rement, Spring 
_19_4__e_J=P-:g.,--1l1A2L -= ---=-= 
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available, the correlation between scores on this te~Jt 
and the grades earned 1n the first quarter• a work in 
Psychology tor 173 students was found to be . 667 t .o26. 
This is a higher correlation than has -been .f'o\md ·in 
mo t _ tl;l.c.Ues tot' college grades and various prognostic 
measures. 
su·mmariea of similar s tud1ea. -- Summaries ot the correla-........................... .......,_ . . 
tiona of general .1ntell1gence measures with grade scores to 
1 1. 11 . !I pred c t success n co ege were reported by McPhail. He con-
eluded, "Th~ central tendency of these correlations is .rrom 
" . 40 to . 45 . OrilJ a v&ry f~w .tall below .30 and a nu·mber are 
repor ted as high as .60 or more . Over two-thirds ot· the cor-
relations fall between .30 and. .so." 
. . y 
In 1931, Harl L. Dougl;.a~ -· found the CO'l11Puted median for 
over 250 such correlations on various testa to be .45. 
y . . 
Vagner round median correlation coet . f.1c1enta between 
1ntel11genee testa and college marks to be .45. 
!I . In K.ohn's 1nveatlgat.1on, a mean correlation between in-
telligence and achievement was .54. 
1/ Andrew H. McPhail, ']!he Intelligence !! College Students, 
Warwick and York, Baltimore , 1924, p . 28. · · 
§/ Harl L. Douglae, !S! Relation !?.!. High School Preparation 
and Certain Other Pact·ora to Academic Succeaa at the Univ. ot 
orison, Eugene: univ. of Oregon Preas, 1951. --- -
3/ M. F. Wagner, ! Survey 2£. the Literature ~ Oollese Per-
?ormance Prediction, Univ. ofBuffalo Studies, IX,. pp. Wi-209. 
4/ H. A. Kohn, "Achievement and Intelligence ham1nationa 
-e'orrelated With Each Other and With Teachers• Ranking," ~­
fog1cal Seminary and Journal ot Genetic Pa:rchologz , 1938, 
11. 433-437. . -- - l_== 
- -~··--~ --·- ---~ 
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1 
Gates reported a relationship between school achievement 
and general intelligence to b from . 47 to .65, with an 
average of .54. 
2/ 
Laura B. M. Krieger: 1ri a prediction study, included, in 
tabular form, the coefficients of correlation between p ycho-
log1cal test seot'es and academic grades reported by institu-
tions of higher learning from 1912 to 1926 inclusive. There 
are two tables. Tabl e I (1912-1918) shows coefficients of 
correla tion ranging from .21 to . 65 with a mean of approxi-
mately .40, while Table II (1918-1926) shows coefficients of 
carr lation ranging from .15 to .so with a mean of approxi-
mately .48 . 
3/ 
In 1932 Kinney- summarized the literature showing the 
rela tionship between intelligence tests and college s cho l r-
ship . The ean correla tion was found to be .445. 
Another compilation of studies with similar results was 
!I 
m de by David Segal in 1934 wor !ng in the U. s . Offj.ce of 
Education. He found a median correlation of .44 between 100 
studies on college marks and scores on intelligence tests. 
1/ A. I . Gates, ttThe Correlation of Achievement in School Sub-
jects with Intelligence Tests and Other Variables," Journal 2f Edueatl onal Psychology, 1922; PP • 129·139. 
2/--L. B. M. Kri eger, Prediction of Success in Professional 
~ourses £2.! Teachers, Contributions to Education, No. 420, 
ifleachers College, Columbia Uni versity, Ne York City,l930, 77 p 
I 3/ L. B. Kinney, "A Sum:no.ry of the L1 tera tul"e on the u e of j -ritell1gence Tests in Colleges and Un1vers1t1ea,n Unlv. ot I Minnesota Committee on Educational R se rch, 1932, (.Hmeo. ) 
\1 !/ David Segal, Prediction of Success !.!! Collese , Bulletin 
li No. 15, Washington, D. c., u. s . Office of Education, 1934. 
~ II 
I 
A s1gn1i'1cnntl y higher med ia..Yl cor re le. tton of . 50 or e.bove has 
been f ound in su:rr ... tn.ar 1es of s tud1.es made during the past decade. 
1/ 
Durflinger'- found that the median correlat,.on between 
1nte111gence and average colleg e marks hae risen from . 45 
( base d -on 100 correlations . repor ted through 1934) to . 52 
(based on 47 correlations reported since 1934 ) . 
Evalua tion of Research 
Summar y •• - A survey of the related research seems to in-
dicate that in m.os t c e.ses w:tere scor~s on psychological tests 
were c orrelated w 1 th academic ach1evemen t of college rreshmen 
or sophomores , a correlation of between .40 and .50 was 
u su ally obtained, with .45 appearing t o be the u sual median 
correlation. y 
Thurs tone noted in his discussion of the 1929 American 
Council on Education Ps ycholog ical Examination that,. 
When the grading s tandard.s of a college are main-
t ained with fair uniformity among the d i ff erent courses, 
t he correlations between tests and grades should be be-
tween .40 and .so. •••• The wide range of ability 
w1 thin the freshman class, where failure students are 
not eliminated by entrance examinations, results .b1 a 
lower correlation. 
3/ 
Crawford and Burnham-; in Forecasting College Achievement, 
fu G. 'I . Durflinger 1 "The Pred1c t i on of College Success; A 
ummary of Recent Findi ngs," Journal of the Amel':'ican Associ-
ation of Collegiate Reg!s trartt, 19 , October l943, pp . 68-78. 
2/ t . t . Thurstone and G. L. Thurstone, "'The 1929 Ps ychologi-
cal Exam1na t1on 1 " Educational Record, 11, April 1930, pp . 101-
128. 
I I ·3/ Op . c 1 t . ' p. 89 . 
1 ~ 
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se·em to sum up the sl tue.t1on adequately . They say, 
Mention was made above of t he exten.sive dat av ,.1-
able regarding tests of general intelligence (under 
various l abels) as related to scholasti c perform~~ce. 
Little purp ose wo uld be served by presenting here what 
would neeessar1.l y be but a small -.amp ling of these 
vo l uminous d~ta. To stat e that typical correlations 
lth school or college averages run betwfien . 40 and .50 
is a rough though tai:r generalization; cons iderably 
lower or higher coeff i cients than usually .. tound ha~e at 
times been reported even for identical measures . i n dif-
ferent adm1n1strat1ons. · Differem~e.s in abtJ.itJ of the 
group s examined account for . seeming vagar1ea among · the 
many tests of this sort. The more w1 dely they are used, 
the gr ·eater chance there is for atypical coefficients 
to develop . 
Implicationa.-- Studies auch aa this one are really at-
tempts t o find ou t jus t how much progress has been made in 
efforts to devise instruments or techniques for predicting 
1/ 
academic success. (treene- comrnen te in 1easurement S!.f. Human 
Behavior that predictive correlations of .70 are usually as 
high as can be expected. Much of the reported data falls t o 
reach a correlation of that magnitude. However, steady prog-
ress seems t o have been made, and studies made 1n the last 
decade have . y1elded .h1gher .prognostic values for psychologi cal 
tests than have similar studies made twenty or thirty years 
ago. This i mprovement may be due to the increased availability 
of tests especially designed for college students, to a general 
tmprovement in intelligence tests , to i mprovements in college 
grading practices, or to a tendency by 1nstructora to allow 
their grades to be influenced by knowledge of the s tudent's 
I ];./ E- B. Greene , Measurement .2! Human Behavior, Odyssey Preas, 
I\ New York , 1941, _P ·~- 256~ =- ~ 
_jL 
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intelligence test scores -• or possibly $.11 ot these factors 
1n combination. Regardless of the reasons for it, progress 
has been made. 
Education is not yet considered to be a science in the 
true sense of the word, but every effort ts being made to 
approach nearer and nearer to true se1ent1f1e methods in the 
field of education. Preaent.day psychological tests, although 
1 - they have greater prognostic value than testa bad twenty or 
tht·rty years ago, still seem to correlate only about .45 wi th 
I 
I I . 
subsequent collegiate academic achievement. According to 
Hull's tables, a correlation of .45 has an index of ~edictive 
efficiency of 10.7 per cent. This ·means that if we pred1c t 
scholastic success by using scores on p$ychological tests, the 
range of error of our predictions will be only about el.even 
per cent less than in the case of a guess. When viewed in this 
light, it is obvtoue that there is much room tor improvement. 
No intelligent person would reasonably attempt to predict 
academic success with certainty on the basis of psychological 
test scores alone. In this respect, prediction by means of 
psychological tests is at a stage similar to that of many 
other educational and psychological techniques. Considerably 
more research and refinement is definitely indicated. 
1/ 0. Hull, Apt1 tude Testing , World Book Co., Yonkers, 1926. 
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CHAPTER II I 
PROCEDURES 
Variables Used in Study 
Description of instruments.-- The Ohio State University 
- y 
Psychological Test, Form 21, 1s a power test of scholastic 
aptitude. It is an untimed test of 150 multiple-choice items, 
divided into three sub-tests: Same- Opposites , Analogies, and 
Reading Comprehens ion. The author claims that the total test 
score has a reported validity coefficient of .68 (against the 
criterion of "Point-Hour Ratio") and a reliability coefficient 
gj 
of . 93 {N of 300). J. P . Guilford, in his review of the test, 
states that, "The total score would seem to offer the best 
predictions now available for an over-all academic-aptitude in-
strument at the college level. " Reading Comprehension was the 
only sub-test score used in this study, because it is felt that 
t he number of items in the various sub- tests is not large 
enough to yie l d a desirable coefficient of reliability. 
General College, Boston Un i versity uses the Reading Compre-
II 
1/ Ohio State University Psychological Test, ~,orm 21,. prepared 11 
by Hf:'rb~r t A. Toops, Prof . of Psychology, Ohi<? ~tate Uni versity 
published ?Y the Test Service Division, Science Research As- 1 
soc1ates , J.700 Prairie Avenue, Chicago , Illinois , 
11 y Oscar K. Buros , The Third .~ ~ntal ~easurements Yearbook , . 
. I Rutgers University Press , New Brunswick, N. J., 1949 , p . 323. 
I 
I 
I! hension scores for gui dance purposes , hence 1 ts inclusion in 
· ! the ba tter y of predi c t or s. 
The Ca l iforn ia Short- Form Test of Menta l Ma tur ity -- Ad-
1/ 
vanced Series- is a speed t es t of 130 mu l t i p le-choic e items 
di vided into six sub-tests; Sensing Rights and Lefts, Manipu-
lation of Areas, S 1m1lar1es, Numerical Quantity, Preference; 
and Vocabu l ary. The firs t three test scores are combined to 
g i ve a lron-Language score, end the last three teat scores are 
combined to yield a Language score. Resul t s are given in terms 
of I . Q. and ra,w score for Total, Non-Language, and Language 
scores. Only raw scores were used in this s t udy, since it is 
fel t that the authors offer no evidence to show that their test 
ba t t eries are so constructed as to fulfill the conditions of 
I . Q. constancy. By using raw scores, this diff iculty is cir-
cumven ted. Individual sub-test scores were not included 1n 
this study, because 1t is felt that the number of i t ems in 
each test 1a not large enough.- Validity for this t es t is 
chiefly inferred, but a correlation of .88 with the Stanford-
Bi net Test is s t ated , f or an unsp ecified level and r ange. The 
au thor s claim a reliability coefficient of .94 for the · t o tal 
IJ teat s cores on a a tudy t nvol v1ng 250 college freshmen . Y 
I 
The Otis Quick-Scoring Men t al .Abil1 ty Test, Gamma Bm is 
1/ Cali fo rnia Short-Form Test of Men t al Maturi ty -- Advanced 
1' Series, devised by Elizabeth .T. Sulli van, Willis w. Clark , and 
1: Ernes t \" ' . 'l'iegs; published by the California Tes.t Bureau , Los 
i Angeles, Californ ia. . . 
I 
2/ Ot is Qu1 ck~Scor1ng Mental Abili ty Tes t, Ga mma Bm, by Ar thur 
s . Otis, published by World Book Company; Yonkexos-on.-Hudson, 
'I N • y • 
e. speed test. It is a spiral-omnibus type of test consisting 
of 80 items which are to be answered in 30 minutes . Results 
are given in terms of raw scores and Otis I . Q.•s. Only the 
raw scores were used in this study, since it is felt that when 
I . Q.'s are used there is the danger of including a possible 
error several times (by repeating an operation involving the 
rather questionable concept of I. Q..'s). Otis claims that this 
test has a validity coefficient of . 86 (against Otis Higher 
1 Examination w1 th 1007 pupils in grades 10 , 11; and 12 in 
I 
; Yonkers , N.Y.) No other validation data is supplied. For 
I 
i 
reliability, he . cites an odd-even study (Spearman-Brown Formula 
done on 257 pupils 1n grades 10, 11, and 12, ln which he found 
reliability coefficients of . 90 for grade 10, .91 for grade 11, 
, and . 85 for grade 12. 
Descrip tion 2f courses.~- The course titles of the sub-
jects taught at General College, Boston University are proba.bly 
unfamiliar to most people. For convenience in evaluating 
credit hours for transfer, the topics covered in the broadly 
integrated program of the General College have been classified 
by conventional college course standards . The assignment of 
!I 
credit hours for the two-year course follows: 
1/ Excerpt from Information Supplementary to the 1948-1949 
~a talogue; . General College, Boa ton Uni vera! ty. 
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SCIENCE (2-year course) 
Bio logy••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 semester hours 
Geology ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 " " 
Chemistry~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 1 " " 
*Physics •••.•••• •• •••••••••••••••• 6 n tt 
Total I6 
* By special arrangement, students who are planning to 
specialize in .Science . may . take . the . " tutorial" course 
lnYOlVing additional WOrk and giving a total of 8 hours' 
credit (instead of 6) 1n physi cs. · 
ENGLISH AND HUMANITI ES (2-year course) 
English Composition •• ,. •••••••••• 6 
Speech ••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~~ ••• ~~ •• 2 
English Literature •••••••••••••• 3 
American Literature •••••••••• ~ •• 3 
Continental Literature •••• ••••• • 2 
Humanities (Fine Arts &' Music) •• 2 
. ~t~ E 
' . . . ' . 
HTJ ~AN RELATIONS ( 2•year, . cou:r;tse) 
semester hours 
' ' " tf 
" " ff fl · 
·" " 
" " 
. . . . . . . 
Anthropology •••••••••••••••••••• 6 .semester hours 
Psychology •••••••••••••••••••••• 5 " " 
Sociology ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• 6 " " 
Total · I7 
POLITI CAL ECONOMY ( l-year' course, Sophomore year) 
Political Science (Government} •• 
Economics (de scrip ti ve) ••••••••• 
History of Western Civilization •. 
Total 
GUIDANCE 
Personal & Occupational 
. 3 .semester 
3 . " 
3 " 
~ 
hours 
" ' ' ' If 
Psychology •••••••••••••••••••••• 2 semester hours 
Computation and Use of Grades 
. ' 
I 
Basic assumption.-- One basic assumption is noted in 
practically all a tudies dealing with the p.redlc t1 ve qual! ty of 
I 
ll erta1n measures. The criterion against which this relation-
24 
sh1p 1s observed 1s usually the grades or the course marks the 
student recel've·s. · Ve:rtous ·studies· 1'nd1cate the unrel1ab111ty 
of this cri te.ri.o,n, but marks r ·em.a1n ae the best available 
means of noting the achievement 1n a course from the records • 
.v ' Rogers averaged the rel1ab111ty of college grades for 
eight semesters and found a correla tion of .ee. 
' 2/ 
Edwin c. Broome- attacks present marking systems as being 
as obsolete as "the switch which they ~~laced", but he offers 
no sound suhstltute, and Karl C. Pratt-; commenting on Broome's 
article, gives us little· mo~e. to motivate a change. 
4/ 
The importance of marks is well stated by Ruth T. Lehman-; 
who states, "Even though ,marks are no·t the only measure of' a 
1 student 's success, they contiriue to be the most important de-
I 
• ~ . ' ~ • . • ·' • • ' 1 
terminer a of hi's :remaining. ln colle.ge, and, in some eases, of 
his admission to a professional curriculum." 
5/ 
West- justifies his use of grades as a criterion of 
success 1n his study with a brief a_nd pertinent statement , 
1/ H. w. Rogers, "Reliability of College Grades," School and 
Society, 45, aay 29, 1937 , PP• 758- 760 . ---
2/ Edwin c. Broome, "Marks, }l arks, Markst", Sehool and Society, 
62, Auguat 4, 1945, p. 76. 
3/ Karl c. Pra tt , "Elucidating Broome's Views on Marks, " 
School and Soc iety, 62, Nov. 17, 1945 , p . 326. 
4/ Ru th T. Kehman, "The Significance of First Year College 
Marks," Educa t1onal Re_see.rch Bulletin, 22, November 10, 1943, 
pp. 217- 218 . . 
5/ Ch arl es H. ~ 'est, "A Simplified Predic t ion Experiment , n 
Journal of Educational Research, 21, September 1937, p. 45. 
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"Grades, ho ever bad , are the scale by whi ch college success 
or failure is measured." 
Thus, it is admitted tha t the practice of using s chool 
grades as a criterion of success is not without reproach, but 
it still remains as the best technique available under the 
circumstances. General College, Boston University has made a 
conscientious effort to develop a standardized marking system 
that will be as valid as possible. All grades in the various 
departments are arrived at by the same method so that corre-
lations of grades can have some true meaning, and they are 
making every effort to insure that their grades will be as-
signed in as objective a manner as possible. 
Marking system at General College, Boston Unlversity.--
The system of assigning marks at Genera l College has been and 
is still being refined. Although this system has since been 
improved, a brief explanation of the ma:o:oktng system in effect · 
at the time the study group was graduate) will be reported 
here. 
Most of the scores reported on students are objective, 
but it 1s still not practical to rule out entirely subjective 
evaluations of a student's work. Written reports, oral re-
ports, English compositions, committee work, and grades as-
signed for participation in section meetings must still re-
main subjective. Both subjective and objective evaluations 
are considered in making up a grade. Final grades for the 
·----=--=========-=-=--==~- -~=--~~~.c=====~~===========li==== 
year had the follow tng preface · 1nd1e~ ted on the report eard, 
Year marks are cumulative grades covering the 
whole year's work, end because the relative importance 
· of s.1ngle units will vary from their'. importance on 
term marks, 1t is entirely possible tor the resulting 
percenti le to be lower or higher than the percentile 
for either or both semester marks. 
The final grade for the year's work 1n eaeh subjec t was 
. ' 
arrived at in the following manner : 
1. In the ease of subjecti-ve grades, both e. letter 
grade and a numerical percentile rank were record-
ed . At the end of the year, these percentile 
J>anks were totaled and averaged for each student. 
2·· The raw scores on all objective tests we:re totaled 
for each student, and a distribution curve of these 
totals was drawn. Percentile ranks for each stu-
dent were then figured on the basis .of all of his 
objective grades. 
3. In the case of each student, the percentile ranks 
for his total objective work and hi.s total subjec-
tive work were added and averaged. Grades were 
then assigned on the basis of these flne.l averaged 
percentile-rank scores. Letter gradeswere as-
signed on the follo 1ng basis: 
A 
Br 
B 
B-
C+ 
c 
c-
D+ 
n -
F 
Percentile 
91-100 
.83-90 
74-82 
66-73 
50-65 
35.-49 . 
21-34 
17-20 
6-16 
o.. 5 
Numerical grade equivalents.-- Students' grades appear on 
the records in letter form. However, in order to f .ac:lli tate 
the statistical computations 1n thitt study, numerical grade 
======~====================================================~======~ 
I 
I 
II 
equivalents were assi gned. The system which is now .used at 
General College was adopted. It has the advantage of elimi -
nating the use of decimal numbers usually employed in most 
schools. Letter grades were assigned the following numerical 
equivalents: 
Letter Grade 
A 
A-
B+ 
B 
B-
C 
c 
C-
D+ 
D 
D-
F 
Numerical Equivalent 
36 
34 
31 
28 
26 
23 
20 
18 
15 
12 
10 
4 
Statistical Procedures Employed 
Procurement of data.-- Scores on the Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Test, Gamma Bm were secured from the records in 
the General College Guidance Office. All other data (other 
test scores, all grades, and personal data) were secured from 
the Offi ce of the Registrar, General College. 
Treatment of data.-- Means and standard deviations were 
computed for each subject-matter field (and Grade-point total) 
and each of the slx predictors, using raw scores on each of 
the test instruments used and the sub-tests included in this 
study. Standard errors of the mean and of the standard devia-
tion were also figured. In each case, formulae recommended by 
I 
I 
I 
If 
.v 
Lindquist were employed in which: 
M •:EX 
N 
C5JVJ = 
: Mean 
~ X = Bum of raw scores 
N • Number in study group 
e;- = Standard deviation 
or standard error 
1-~x : Sum of squares of r aw 
scores 
Coefficients of correlation and intercorrelat1ons were 
then computed. In the case of the correlations, the Pearson 
Product Moment formula y 
quist was used . /l 
XY = 
for us e of raw score.s, lis ted 1n L1nd-
~XY - M;.M y 
N 
An "r" was computed to show the degree of relationship 
exis ting between the raw sco r e on the Otis and the gr ades re-
ce ived ·ror English, Human Relations , Political Economy , Per-
sonal and Occupational Psychology, and grade-point t otal (all 
fi gured separat ely). Similar "r's" were figured for each of 
the other five predictors -- Ohio State Total, Ohio State 
Reading Comprehension, California Test of Mental · aturity 
To tal , California Test of i1ental Maturity Non-Language , and 
Cal1forn1.a Test of Men tal Maturity, Language (all correlated 
with each of the fi ve subject-matter fields and with grade-
1/ Everet t F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton 
- ifflin Compa y , Cambridge , ass. , 1942,-pp . 52 , 120 , 124 , 168 . 
2/ Op . cit ., p. 168 . 
I 
!. 
II 
po i nt total} . 
In the ease of each of these "r's", a standard error of 
. 1/ . 
"r" was computed , us t ng Lindquist ' s- formula: 
~ 1- n l.. ~ /L = / ... 
~ 
I ntercorrelat1ons were then computed t o ascer tain the d -
gree <>f relationship be tween each of the predic tors to see to 
·which extent these predictors seemed t o be measurln he sa ~e 
factor . Once again, the Pearson Produc t Momen t formul for us e 
1th rav. scores was emp l oyed . As in the case of the original 
correlations , the standard err or of correla t ion was computed . 
In all , fifty-one "r 's" vere f i gured ; . thir ty- six correla-
tiona , and fiftean intercorrela tions . 
Six regressi on equations were then compu ted ; one f or each 
of the five subject- matter fields and one f or the grade-poi t 
total . In each cas e , the formu l a recommended by Peters and 
2/ 
Van oorhis- was emp loyed : 
Xe= a -1-.61 x, +i>z. Xz..;. 1>3 X3 +~fit X'y -r i>s- Yo!"-~-~~~ 
Some explana t ion of this formu l a may be necessary . Sup -
pose , for example , that a regression equa tion is being used in 
predl c ting the achievement of pre sp ec ti ve students in En,..,. lish .• 
: Predicted score i n Engl ish 
a ; constant amount 
_l/ Op . ,cit., P • 191 . 
2/ Charles C. Peters nd · a l ter R. Van Voorhis , Statis t ical 
Procedures and Their athemat1cal Bases, 1cGraw-Hi ll Book 
Comp any , ~ne7; Ne York and London , 1940, P• 222. 
'I I 
I 
II 
'I I, 
--
x l = raw score of student on· Oti s 
x 2 = " " 
n n 
" Cal . ~ !! . 1~ . Lang . 
X;:s - II " " " 
fl Ca l . M. ~on-Lang . ' . 
x4 - II " " " " Ctl l . 
. Total ! • l • 
Xs = II II If " II hio State Total 
X = 
It 
" 
u II II Ohio tate eadin Co re-
hens ion 
b1 : regr ession coeffi c ient fo r Otis 
" " 
ft Cal . .. M. Lang . 
b3 b4 b5 be = regression coefficients for other 4 test 
scores 
By use of this formula , then, we are able to co pute the 
pred cted rade in English {or y other su jec t) , if ·e h ave 
the r a scores made by them on our ba tter y of stx te ts an 
sub- tests . It involves so lv1n~ for a and the various reQr s -
sion coeff cients for each pred ctor , (know as b1 , b2 , etc . ) . 
In or er to compute these var ous re ression 'coeffici nts , e 
must obtain beta weights for each of our predictors , which can 
11 be done by using Doolittle Wor k Shee t s , explained by eter s nd 
Van Voorhis . They enabl e u s to co.me out wi th a e t e1 ht for 
each "' redi c t or , indicated by B1 , 2 , B3 , B4 , B5 , B6• The for -
' 2/ 
mul - u~ ed by ? eters and Van Voorhis to figure the regres ion 
coeff icients (b1, 2 , etc . ) 1 
hi: 4 ~0 
c-/ 
11 Op . cit., p . 223 
2/ Op . cit., P • 224 
II -
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j where: 
1 : regression coefficient for our .f1rst predictor (Otis) 
B1 = be ta weight yielded by Doolit t le Work Shee . 
6-;; : s t andard deviation of scor~s in subject.-mattor field 
being used (English 1n our example) 
~ ~ standard deviation of raw scores on the first pre• 
dieter (Otis) 
Once regression coefficients have been computed, 1t 1s 
quite simple to find a, since it is merely a !'unction of the 
1/ 
means of the various dis t ributions. Peters and Van Voorhis-
g1ve a s imp le equation to solve for a: 
a: Mo-.6/M,-J,z. M'L-J,JMa -hyit?¥-.6rM.r _J,, M, 
As a last ate , multiple correlations were computed for 
each of the five subject-matter fields tmd for the grade-point 
total . This was done in an effort to find out how much more 
advan t ageous 1t was to use all six predictors in a team to pre-
die t academic success , rather than using individual predictors. y · . 
In this instance, Peters and Van Voorhis • equation for mul ti -
ple correlation was used: 
R: B"1 .n ~, + /3,2 n. "l. + B,a/1."~ + &.,A..,y ~B,s-ft,u-:r B"*/Z ~~~ 
1n Vlh1eh R equals the coefficient of multiple correlation of 
the team of six predictors 
B equals Be ta weight computed by use o~ Doolittle 
V'Jork Sheets and 
r equals the coefficient of correlation. 
o = v r1able under consideration ( ngl1sh, etc . ) 
];.7 Op .; c:t t ., P • 224 
g_/ Op . c :t t., p . 240 
,. 
1\ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
\ 
~ \ 
Once a ,a1n , 1n each i ns t ance , a standard error was com-
ou ted for each of th mult ip l e correlations . Pe t er s a 
- 1/ 
Van Vourh1s '- f ormul a was emp l oyed : 
i n w ich 
c5;. f:z.3¥S' 
~l.:JVS"l. = .s-; V 1-R~.n .. ns-~ 
: s t andard error of u l tip l e correla tion 
: standard deviat i on of sub ject being investig ted 
(English , etc . ) 
I 
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J?;.,z.3Yst. : square ot multip le correl a tion for r::ng l1 h , etc.) 1 
Sp eci f ic Obj~c tiveo of i s Study 
Correla t ions .-- To r ecapitul a te , thi s s tudy a t s to de-
term1~e th degree of rel a t i onsh i p between raw scores t ained 
on th 1x pr d i c t ors (Ot is u i ck- Scoring en t al A ili t y est , 
Ga a m; C lifornia Te.st of .:e tal ~latur1 t y , Short- .F'ol~ 
( ll.dv need }, r.ro tal scor e; Calif ornia Tes t of ' ental ." turi t y , 
Lan ua score; Califor nia Test of en ta l ia t uri t y , o - L 
gu ge cor ; Ohio St t e Universi t y Psychologic a l Tes t ( or 21) 
total score ; and Ohi o State Uni versity P ychologica l Tes t 
(Form 21 ) , ead1ng Compr ehen i on score) and 
1 . grades on 
a . Eng l i sh 
b. Human Rela t ions 
c . Personal and Occupational Psychology 
d . Pol i t ical Economy 
e. Science 
and 
2 . Grade- Point Total 
Op . cit., P• 242 
II 
II 
in order to apprai se t he value of these psychological tests 
for predictlna academic achievement e. t Gener 1 College , os t on 
Uni ver st ty . 
Intercorrelations.-- This study aims t o deter 1 t e de-
gree of relationship between raw scores on each of the s i x 
predictors used and ra scores on each of t e other predi c t ors 
used to etermine to what degree dup lication of function is 
opera ting . 
llegress.ion equa t ions.-- This s tudy aims to compute a re-
gression equation fo r each -subject-matter field and the Gr de-
Point Total so that# 1n each case, there i ll be a basis for 
predicting achievement i n a subj ect- matter aree. "~ 1en ra. scores 
on the six psychological tes t s are available. 
ultiJ2le Correlations.-- 1his study aims t o compu t e a 
coefficient of multiple correlation for each of the s u ject-
mat ter areas and for the Grade-Point 'l'otal, using a m thod 
wh ereby all six predictors will be used in a t eam to s~e to 
what degree this method will prove to be of more or les s use 
in predicting academi c success at General College, Bos ton 
Un1 ver s1 ty. 
'I 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Distributions of Test Scores and Subject Grades 
Table 1 lists the mean scores and standard deviations, 
with their standard errors, for all subject-matter fields, the 
grade point total, and all psychological test scores used in 
this study. 
Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for School Grades 
and Psychological Test Raw Scores on 265 Students 
at General College, Boston University. 
Sub.1ect or Test ( 1) 
School Grades: 
Engllah and Humanities •• 
Human Relations ••••••••• 
Personal and Occ. Psych. 
Political Economy ••••••• 
Sc ience ••••••••••••••••• 
Grade-Point Total ••••••• 
Raw Test Scores : 
0 t1 s ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cal. M. M. · Lang •••••••.• •. 
Cal. M. M. Non-Lang •••••• 
Cal. J . M. Total ••••••••• 
0 • S • U • P • To ta 1 •••••••• 
o. s . u. P . Reading Comp. 
·Mean 
( 2) 
21.95 
21.73 
21.22 
21.61 
21.95 
108.45 
58.96 
45~18 
33.08 
78 .26 
92.26 
35.49 
cs-M s. D. (!) (4) (5} 
; .399 
.417 
t:. • 500 
+ .439 
7:. • 408 
'!:. 1. 762 
:t .48 1 
+ . • 529 
+ .289 
+ .631 
'!: 1. 241 
+ .526 
6 .48 + .282 
6. 78 t: • 295 
8.12 t:. .353 
7.14 + .311 
6. 63 -1- • 288 
28. 64 :t 1. 246 
7.81 
8.60 
4.69 
10 • . 25 
20.17 
8 .54 
1-
-.340 
! .374 
t:. 204 
!:. • 446 
:!:: . 877 
t". 372 
Means.-- The mean numerical grade equivalents for the 
f i ve subject-matter courses, as was to be expected, were all 
- ~ 
I 
·II 
I 
very similar. In each case, they were somewhere between 21 
and 22, whi ch would be approximately a c. The lowest possible 
score was 4 (an F), and the highest possible score was 36 (an 
A}. Inasmuch as grades were fi gured on the basis of a normal 
curve, it is not surprising that all subjects had approximately 
the same mean. The grade-point total (computed by combining 
the grade-equivalents for the five courses in each case) 
naturally had a mean of 108 .45, or approximately the sum of the 
.five individual means. The means would seem to be quite roe-
liable, as indicated by the fact that the individual standard 
errors of the means seemed to cluster around .4, except in t he 
ease of the grade-point total, where lt was 1.762. Even in 
that case, our mean would seem to be fairly reliable, since we 
can reasonably expect that in approximately 68 per cent of the 
ca.ses (where different samples of the same group were used) 
our mean would vary only fr .om about 106.688 to 110.212. 
Raw scores on the Otis ranged from 39 to 77 (ou t of a pos-
sible score of 80}. The mean score was 58.96, with a standard 
+ error of - .481. 
Raw scores on the California Test of rAental Maturi ty , 
Language section ranged from 9 to 65 (outof a possible score 
of 80) . The mean score -was computed as 45.18 with a standard 
error of :! • 529. 
Raw scores on the California '!'est of Mental Maturi ty , 
Non~Language section ranged from 15 to 49 (out of a possible 
score of 50).. The mean score was computed as 33.08, with a 
standard error of :!".289 . 
Ra·~ scores on the California •res t of t, en tal Ma tur1 ty, 
to.tal , ranged .from 45 to 114 (out of a possible score of 130}. 
The ean score was computed .as 78.26, with a standard error of 
:t. 63l . 
Raw scores on the Ohio State University Psychological 
Test, total , ranged from 36 to . 139 (out o.f a possible score of 
150). The mean score was 92.26, with a standard error of 
:t 1. 241. 
On the Reading Comprehension sub-test of the Ohio State 
University Psychological Test , the scores ranged from 12 to 
55 (out of a possible score of 60}. The mean score for this 
section was 35.49, with a standard error of ~.526. 
Standard dev1at1ons .•• In the case of each distribution 
of scores, a standard deviation was computed to furnish a 
. 
measure of the degree of variability within the d1str1but1on. 
Fortunately, all twelve distributions of scores were approxi-
mately normal, so the properties of a normal curve can be 
applied. Figures 2-7 show distributions of raw scores for the 
six predictors . Inasmuch as the school grades were .figured 
on the basis of a normal curve, d1str1but1ons far the subject-
matter areas were considered to be unnecessary. The five 
If 
I 
deviations ranging frorn English, with 6 .48 to Personal and 
Occupational Psychology.with a standard deviation of 8 .12. 
The ~tandard deviation for · the Grade-Point Total was 28 . 64 , 
wh1ch .can be i n terpreted to m an that approxima t ely ·68 pe.r · 
cen t of the cases would have a Grade•Po1nt Total somewhere be-
tween 79.81 and 137. 09 . 
Raw scores on the Ot i .s had a standard deviation of 7 . 81, 
thos~ on thE;~ California Test of Mental Maturity Language 
section s tandard deviation of 8 . 60 , t hose for the Non- Lan-
guage section of the Cal ~fornia Test of Mental _Maturi ty had a 
standard deviat ion of 4 . 69 , the total raw scores for the Cali -
forni a Test of Mental Maturity had a standard deviation of 
10 . 25~ the t ota l scores on the Ohio Sta te had a standard devi -
ation of 20.17, and the Reading Comprehension .scor&s on the 
Ohio St te had a standard deviation of 8 . 54 . hvhen the differ-
ence in the number of items in each t est is consider ed, 1t 
seems that a ll of these teet-score d is t ributi ons have approxi -
mately the ~ame degree of variability or scatter. All of the 
standard errors for the standard deviations would s eem to be 
small enough for us to place considerable faith in the reli-
ability of the .standard deviations as computed. 
Correlations 
Table 2 lists the Pearson Product-Moment "r•s" showing 
I
I the degree of relationship between gr ades achieved 1n the 
various subjects and scores on the six tests used in this 
II 
,, 
I 
1/ 
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Table 2. Correlations of Academic Grades with Psychological 
Test Scores for 265 Stu.denta at General College, 
Boston University. 
Variables Correlated "r" cr-"r" ( 1) (2) (3) 
English grades with: Otis .137 ±.060 
Cal . • M • Lang . .320 ~.055 Cal. .d . X • Non-Lang. -.082 ±.061 
Cal . M. M. Total ,208 ±.059 
o.. s . u. P . Total .459 ±-.049 
o. s . u. P . R. c. .371 ±.053 
Human Relations 
Grades with: Otis .185 ±.059 
Cal. 1. M. Lang. .353 ±.054 
Cal. • • Non-Lang. -.094 ±.061 
Cal. [ . M. Total .253 ±.057 
o. s . u. P . Total .439 ±-.050 
o. s. u. P. R. c. .370 -:!:.053 
Personal and Occ. 
Psych. Grades with : Otis -.028 ±.061 
Cal. M. M. Lang . .082 :t.061 
Cal. M. NI . Non-Lang . .041 ±.061 
Cal. M. M. Total .090 .:.061 
o. s . u. P . Total .187 . -=.059 
o. s. u. P . R. c. ,170 ±.060 
Poli ti cal Economy 
:!:.059 Grades with: Otis .179 
Cal. N • M. Lang . .360 ±.053 
Cal . • M • Non-Lang. -.062 :.061 Cal. •l e M. . To tal .274 ::.057 
o. s . u. P. Total .369 :t-. 053 
o. s . u. P . R. c. .383 ::t-. 052 
Science Grades with: 
Otis .281 :::..057 
Cal. • 1. M. Lang • .253 ! .• 057 
Cal. d .• .a:.! . Non-Lang. .038 ±.. 061 
Cal. M. M. Total .253 ± .• 057 
o. s . u. P . Total .326 ::.055 
o. s . u. P . R. c. .180 ±. •. 059 
To tal Grade- Po i n t 
with: Otis .349 2-.054 
Cal. M. .M . Lang . .344 _±.054 
Cal. • 1. M • Non-Lang. -.036 ;t.06l 
Cal. M. M. Total .274 .:= .• 057 
o. s . U. P . Total .428 ~.050 
o. s . u. P . R. c. .374 ±.053 
~. 
Frequency 
s" 
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Raw · Test Scores 
Fi gure 2 . Dis t ribution of raw test scores f or 265 General 
College , Boston University students on the Otis Quick- coring 
Teat o f r ental Ab111 ty, Gamma Bm. 
Fr equency 
Pigurei 3. Distribution of raw scores for 265 General College, 
Boston University students on th Ohio State University 
Psycho logic l Test (For m 21), Total Scores. 
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Haw Test Scores 
Figur e 4 . Di stribution of raw scores for 265 General Co l lege , 
Boston Un1 vers1 ty students on California Test of Mental 
Ma turity , Shor t Form (Advanced), Language s cores. 
:a.• 
1.1" 
Jo 
.r 
O II? r:~. S"' ' a. ' ) U. )) fN. fo ) fL 9') ' •J.. 'J • ') 112.. Jl) IL'I-
. a • Test Scores 
Figure 5 . Dis t ribu tion of raw scores f or 265 General College, 
Boston University students on California Test of Mental 
-Maturity , Short-Form (Advanced), To tal scores. 
Frequency 
35 
2& 
/o 
. ~~--~~~~~~~--~~~._~--~ J' &L af' z.r ~I .1JI Z'/ .... ,, 
Raw Test Scores 
Figure 6 . Di stributi on of raw scores for 265 General Co llege , 
Bos ton niv rs ty s tudents on Cali fornia es t of r ent 1 
M t urity , Short Por m ( dvanced , ~ on-Language scores . 
r quency ,-. 
Raw Test Scores 
Figure 7. Distribution of raw s cor es f or 265 Gener 1 College, 
Bos t on Uni versi t y s tudents on the Ohio Sta t e Uni versity 
Ps ychological Tes t ( For m 21), Reading Comprehension scores. 
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study. In each eas e , a standard er ror was computed for "r" . 
Unless othe;rwise noted , all "r' s" are post tl ve 1n nature. 
Correlations.- ... Correlations involving grades received 1n 
English rang~d from -. 082 {w1 th Cal. M • • Vi . Non-Lang .) to .459 
(with the o. s. U. P . Total ) . Correlations involving grades 
received 1n Human Relations ranged .fr~m -~094 (with Cal. ·ill . M. 
Non• Lang . ) to .439 (with the 0 . S, u. P . Total ) . Those in• 
volv1ng grades received in Personal and Occupational Psychology 
ranged from -..028 (w1 th the Otis) to .187 (with the o. z. U. P . 
Total) , The lowest correlation involving Poli tical was -.062 
(with the Cal. M. M. Non-Lang.),. and the highest rrrn was .383 
(wi th the o. s. u. P . Reading Comprehension score). Science 
grade "r's" ranged .from .038 ( 1th Cal. M. t . Non-Lang.) t o 
;.326 (with the o. s . U. P . Total score)" The lowes t ttr" .for 
Total Grade -Point was -.036 (wi th Cal. M. M. Non•Lang . ) , and 
the highes t "r" was .428 (with o. s . u. P. Total). 
' Standard errore !!..!. "r" ..... The various standard errors of 
estimate of "r" were relatively uniform, ranging from .049 
( E~glish grades with o. s . U. P . Total) to .061 (compu t ed 
on eight different "r's"}. This would. seem to 1nd1cate that 
ou~ "I"•s" have quite similar degrees of rel!ab1l1ty . It should 
be potnted out that app lication of a standard error of es timate 
to "r's" i s considered to be a questionable statistical pro-
cedure. Coefficients of correlation do not distribute nor ... 
__j mally, so many people f eel that the properties of a normal 
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curve c an not be val idly applied in this case . 
Table 3 lists 1ntezoeorrel at1ons showing the degree of re-
l ationship between each predictor and each other predictor 
used in thi s study . 
Table 3, Interoorr elat1ona of Six Psychological Test Scores 
for 265 Students at General C ol~ege, Boston 
Un1;vera1 ty . 
Variables Correlated ( 1 ) 
Otis w1.th: 
Cal . M • .• Lang . with: 
Cal . M. M. N. -Lang . with: 
Cal . M, M. Total w1 th: 
o. s . u. P . Total with:. 
Cal . M. M. Lang . 
Cal. M. M. Non ... Lang . 
Cal . M. M. Total 
o. s. u. P . Total 
O. S. U. P. R. C. 
Cal . M, M. Non- Lang . 
Cal . M. M: . Total 
o. s . U • P • To tal 
o. S. U. P . R. C. 
Cal , M. M. Tota l 
o. s . u. "0 Total ~- . 
o. s. u. p . R ~ c. 
o. s. u. P . Total 
o. s . u. P . R. c. 
o. s . u. p . R. c. 
"r" <S"" "r" ( 2) (3) 
. 461 t .o48 
. 320 r . o55 · 
. 529 + - . 043 
. 457 -!:.. 049 
. 464 "!:... 048 
. 110 + . - . 061 
. 887 t: . 013 
. 574 t: . 041 
. 446 ~ . 049 
. 553 :!; . 043 
, 010 !:. • 061 
.056 + - .061 
. 487 "!:. . 047 
. 400 -:!: . 052 
. 830 t . Ol 9 
.Q!!!. ~ other predictors .-- Raw sool'es on the Otis 
seemed to correlate highest with raw scores on the Cal . d. M. . 
Total ( "r" of . 529} . The lowest "r" for the Ot1s was w1 th 
the Cal. 1 . M. Non-Lang . scores ~- an "r" of . 320 . The "r's" 
of the Otis w1 th the other three predictors seemed to be 
nearly the same; . 464 , . 461 , and . 457 . 
Cal . ! • 1• Lang . !.L!:h other predictors .-- The highest 
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''r" of the Cal . :N . M. Lang . was . 887 (w1 th the Cal. r . :r . 
Total). The lowest "r" was .110 (with the Cal. M •• Non-
Lang .). 
Cal. _. _. Non-Lang . ~other predictors.-- The highest 
"r" for the Cal. M. M. Non-Lang . was .553 (with the Cal. :M . M. 
Total), and the lowest "r" for this predictor· was .010 (w1 th 
the o. s. u. P . Total. 
Cal. M. M. Tota l !!!h other predictors.-- Scores on the 
Ca l. ''L . M. Total seemed to have the highes-t degree of relation-
ship with the Cal. M. M. Lang. ( "r" of .88-7) and the lowest 
degree of relationship with the o. S . · U.P. R. C. ("r" of 
• 400). 
o. s . u. !:• Total !.ll!! other predictors .. -- Scores on the 
o. s. u. P . Total seemed to correlate most highly with scores 
on the o. s . U, P . R. c. ( "r" of .830), and the lowest "r" 
was .010 (with the Cal. M. M. Non-Lang.). 
Q• ~- · !I.• P • .!!.• .£• ~ other predictors.-- Scores on the 
o. s . u . P . R. 0. seemed to correlate most highly with t hose 
on the o. s . u. P . Total (''r" of . 830) , and the lowest "r" 
ws.s . 056 (with the Cal . 1. • Non-Lang .). 
Multiple Correlations and Regression Equations 
J.Y1ult1ple correlations.-- Multiple correlations were com-
puted for each of the subject-matter areas and the Grade-Point 
I Total to try to see if predictions can be made with a greater 
11 
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I degree of prognos t ic efficiency by using the six predic t ors in 
I 
a team rather tha.n basing predictions .on the basis of any one 
t est sco.re by i t s.elf. Table 4. l i sts. t he mul t i p le correlations 
computed for each individual s:ubject-matter area and the 
Grade-.t oint To tal. 
Table 4. Multiple Correlations Cor Subject-Matter Areas and 
Grade-Point Total for 265 Students at General 
College, Boston University. 
Criterion ( 1) 
English 
Human ·Relatione 
Pers . and Occ. Psych. 
Political Economy 
Science 
Grade-Point ,Total 
R ( 2) 
•. 220 
.220 
.173 
.257 
.295 
.378 
erR (3) 
.0632 
.0661 
.0799 
.0689 
.0660 
.2649 
The highest ~ult1ple correlation obtained waa an R of 
only .378 for Gra.de-Po1nt Total, and the lowest multiple cor-
relatlo~ obtained was an R of .173 for Personal and Occupa-
' . 
tional Psychology. The standard errors of R soeemed to be 
relati ve.ly hi gh, indicating that not too much faith can be 
placed in the reliability of these R's (even if we accept the 
questionable technique of apply1,ng standard errors to coef-
ficients of correlation). 
Regres sion e.quations.-- Regression equations were com-
puted for each subject-matter area and tor the Grade•Potnt 
Total to provide a basis f .or predicting achievement 1n a. 
g iven field when scores on the six predictors are available. 
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The following regression equations were obtained: 
English : X0 : l4.460496~(.067653)(X1 )~(.02ll02)(X2 )~(-.0l8702 
( X3 )+(.016202)( X4 )~(.014970)( X5 )~(. 02780l}(X6 ) 
Human 
Relations: x0 
Pers. and 
i 
= l5.57ll6l+(.000105)(Xl)+(.021827)( X2)~(.025697) I 
(X3 )r(.027049)(X4)+(.0l3642)( Xs)~(.026519) ( Xs ) 
Occ. Psyeh .:X0 c 21.358469t(-.ll0415)( Xl)+(.005965}( X2 ) 
Pol itical 
i(.Oll764)( X3 )+(. 008783)(X4 )+(_.013886} (X5 ) 
+< .105503) cx6 ) 
Economy : X
0
: 10. 986969-+(.ll4527}( X1 ).,.(.025518 )(X2 )-t(•.020258 
( X3 }+(.016036)(X4 )t(.Oll345)( X5 )+(.030613} (X6 ) 
Science: X0 : 7.228427+(.216424)( Xl)+{.Ol0267)(X2)+(-. 001257) 
t{. 008832)( X4 )+(.008000 )(X5 }~(. 003104}( Xe) 
Grade 
Point X0 : 31.615025+(l.l47543)( Xl)+(.064000)( X2} Total: 
~(-.098273}(X3 )+(.050296){X4 )+(.045162)( X5 ) 
;-(.oa4soe>c x6> 
It must be kept 1n mind th t: 
X0 = predic ted grade inssubject-matter field for each student 
x 1 :raw score made on Otis by individual cons idered 
fl 
" 
n It 
II 
" 
" Cal. r • 1V1 . Lang. by individual be ing 
considered 
" Cal. il . !! . Non•Lang . by 1ndiv1du 1 being 
considered 
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x. = raw score made on Cal. . [ .. ~ . Total by 1nd1 vidual be!ng 
considered 
Xs - " tf " " o. s. u. P. To tal by i ndividual be i ng • 
considered 
Xs :a " rt " " o. s . u. P . R. c. by i ndivi dual being considered . 
.......... ----------------------------~ 
CHAPTEH V 
I MPLICATIONS OF TH• FINDINGS 
Correlations end Intercor·re l atione 
Correlations .-- Table 5 gives, 1n condense d. f or . , a 
summary of the 11 r 's" obtained in this study. 
Table 5 . Correlations of Haw Scores on Psychological 1ests 
and Academi c Grades for 265 Students at General 
College , Bos t on Uni vers ity . 
Cal . 
Subject-Matter Fi eld Otis 
( 1} T2T 
Engl ish . 137 
Human Relations . 185 
Pers . and Occ . Psych. -. 028 
Poli ti ca l Economy . 179 
Sci ence . 281 
Grade - oint Total . 349 
Cal . 
LanJ;t: . 
(31 
. 320 
. 353 
.082 
. 360 
. 253 
. 344 
• 1. 
Non-
Lang . 
f4T 
-. 082 
-.094 
. 041 
~ . 062 
. 038 
-. 036 
Cal . 
I . M. 
Total . 
{5} 
. 208 . 
. 253 
. 090 
. 274 
. 253 
. 274 
Ohio 
St te 
Total 
(6) 
. 459 
. 439 
. 187 
. 369 
. 326 
. 428 
Ohio 
State 
R . C. 
{ 7) 
. 371 
. 370 
. 170 
. 383 
. 180 
. 374 
First of all, 1 t i s apparent that our "r ' s" ar not s 
high as those usual l y obtained in a1 1l ar studi es {approxi -
mately • 45 ) . The only pred1o tor that seems to approach this 
figure 1a the total scor e on the 0 . S . u. P . All other pre ... 
d1ctors f'all short of this fi gure in varying degrees . ere 
are several possible causes for these lowex• computed corre-
la tions . 
The nature of the study group is such that our range of 
talent is somewhat l imited . Cases at t he extremes of the 
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distribution have been lost . No pupils were included in the 
study 6roup if they didn't comple t e the two- year course, or i f 
all of the desired data for them were not complete and avail-
able . Most of the drop - outs probably represented those ·ho 
were not succeeding academic$lly (those who dropped out for 
reasons of scholastic fai l ure , or some who could see that they 
were not achieving much success and might possibly "flunk out" 
1f they continued . } To be sure, so·me w1 thdre.wals were pro -
ably due to personal reasons, s~wh as financial considerations, 
nd tb.e w1 thdre.w ing stude.nts could probably have succeeded . 
But a large percentage of the.m probably represented the "poor 
achievers" . 
Ca ... es lere also lost at the other end of the distribution . 
Many of those who transferred to other colleges were probably 
"good achievers " . They had to have good academic record to 
be acc epted 1n other schools as t ransfer students . Some ugood 
achievers11 ~ere probably excluded from the study group because 
test scores for them were not complete . Some students 6&1ned 
admissi on to General College on the basis of scores on College 
Entrance Examination Board tests or by recommendation of their 
secondary- school principal ( 1f they were graduatErl1n a certain 
section of their class ) . Most of these students would probably 
have fallen into the upper brackets of the distribution if they 
had been included in the group . The comparatively low corre-
l ations may be attributed partially to the fact that the range 
of talent was limited by the arbitrary method of selecting the 
study group. 
Another important factor probably contri buting to the 
lowered correlations 1s the degree of validity of our criterion, 
the academic grades . The use of academic grades always entails 
a lim1 tation of valid! ty . The fir.st methods of assi gning marks 
at General College included some rather questionable statisti -
cal techniques . Percenti les were averaged to arrive at grades 
assi gned, and it is now commonly held that this is not a de-
fensi ble procedure; inasmuch as percentiles are not based on a 
common unlt of measurement . In addition, equal weight was 
given to both objeetlve and subjective scores. It is possible 
that one of these areas should have been weighted more heavily 
than the other. Other features of the marking system would ten 
to lower any coefficients of correlation. Every third week, 
comprehensive examinations are administered (covering material 
that cuts across all subject-matter areas , or at least more 
than one subject). The objective grades given for these tests 
are then applied to a l l subjects or to all those subjects that 
the faculty feels are concerned with items on the test. A 
I procedure of this sort causes regression to operate on the 
final grades. If a student does well in one of these tests , h1 
grade in all subjects is improved, if he does poorly, his grade 
in all subjects is lowered. The net effect of th1s pract1ce is 
that there is a tendency to level off all grades for an 1nd1-
•••!'\o~ Urt" r, ltJ 
hho9l ~f Liu.ea-;i~" 
Li er~qr 
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vidual student . General College realizes all of these l imita-
tions ln their first marking system adopted, and they have 
taken steps to remedy these defec ts . If a similar study were 
run again (us ing the improved marking system and including 
all s tudents ln the ' study group) the "rts" obtained woul d 
probably be higher. 
I n a study of this typ e, it is diff icul t to l abel the 
re l ati ve effectiveness of predic t ors on the basis of the size 
of an "rt:f obtained. Of course, en "r " of .J.l. woul d be perfect . 
We cou l d then predict academic achievement with perfect accu-
racy . But . the proper ties of a correla tion coeffi cient are such 
tha t . o is not half as accurate prognost1 cally . Nor is an 
"r '' of • 5 twice as good as one of • 25. We are forced to make 
J arbitrary evaluations, and 1 t is hard to deci de which "r' s '" 
should be classed as low, medlum, h igh , or very high • In thi s 
fie l d , an "r" of .45 is about average, and any higher ones 
would ~pear to be be tter than those usual l y found , and any 
less than . 45 must be labeled as poorer than thos e usually 
found . All of our correlat i ons are lower than those usually 
obtained, so we can only rate t hem relative t o each other. 
I n predic ting academic success in all subjects, the Ohio 
State total score would seem to have the highes t pro.gnoatic . 
value (of· our six predictors) . It can safely be sai d that the 
Cal ifornia Test of Men ta l Ma tur1 ty , Non-Language ls of ·ver y 
11 ttl e or practically no val ue i n predicting total academi'c 
r- 9 
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achievement . The California Test of I-w'Iental }~aturlty Total 
(whi .ch :ts affected by the Non- Language section) is of some 
greater use , but no t as useful as the Otis, Cal . M. M. Lan-
guage , ar~ the Reading Comp rehension score on the Ohio State , 
all of which seem to be very similar in· their predictive value. 
In the individual subjec t areas {with the exception or 
Personal and Oc cupational Psychology) certain predictors seem 
to do a better job than others. The content of the course ln 
Personal and Occupational Psycho logy 1s evidently sucl that 
scholas tic aptitude· is not nearly as important a factor as 1t 
1s in success in the other courses. Based on the "r' s" ob-
tained, it would seem that none of the predictors has any 
apprec1e.ble value 1n predicting success in this course. 
The two scores on the Ohio State seem to have the greatest 
val ue in predicting grades in Engl ish , , Human Relations, and 
Political Economy . Science grades are best predicted by the 
Ohio State Total and the Otis . It seems that the Cal. Yi . H. 
Non-Language score is not worth using (purely from the point of 
view of prediction purposes). It affects tne Cal. M. M. Total 
score enough so that is not of much prognostic use either . 
Of the remaining predictors, the Ohio State Total wQuld seem to 
be of greatest value, :followed 1n order by the Ohio State 
Reading Comprehension, the Otis , and the Cal . Li/1 . M. Lan~uage. 
It must be remembered , of cours e, that these teats are u-sed for 
guidance purposes as well as pred1ct1 ve purposea.. The ·cal ,. 
·., although of seemingl y lit t le use in predicting academic _I_ 
.:..:.,__ -- --=-- -=.-~ .::;':;; ~=-_::::_:::::_.__---=::;:::-
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success , may be of great use for guidance purposes in d1agnos1n 
rl"'lative strengths and weakne sses of a pupil , and the Reading 
Com.prenens1 on score on the Ohio State can be of great use · t n 
diagnosing r eading d1f.f1cult1es and 1ndicat1ng the need for 
some type of remedial, work ln this area . 
Intercorrelat1ons . ... ... Table 6 g1vee , in condensed form , a 
summary of the 1nter corZ'e l at1ons for the six p r edi c tors used 
in this study . 
·rable 6 . Intercorre l ations of Raw Scor e s for Six Predictors 
of Academic Achievement for 265 Students at General 
College , Boston Universitz . 
Cal . 
Cal . M. M. Cal . 
~ . M. Non- M. M. 
Predictor Lang . Lang . Total 
Ohio 
State 
Total 
Ohio 
State 
R. C. 
Otis . 461 . 320 . 529 . 457 . 464 
Cal . M. M. Lang . . 110 . 887 . 574 .,446 
Cal . M. M, Non- Lang. . 553 . 010 . 056 
Cal . M. M: . Total . 487 . 400 
Ohio S te.te Total . 830 
These 1ntercorrelat1ons were computed to as certain tf any of 
these tests seemed t o be do1ng· subetant1ally the eame job . Only 
two such instances of duplication seem t o be 1n operation. The 
intercorrelat1on of . 887 seems to indicate that there is a 
strong degree of relationship between the Cal . M. M • . Language 
score end the Cal. M • .M . Total aco1•e. They would seem to be 
measuring the same thing to a high degree . The lntercorre-. 
l at1on of . 830 would also seem to indicate a possib l e dupli-
cation of function for the Ohio State Total and the Ohio State 
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Reading Comprehension score. There 1s seemingly a high degree 
of rels. tionship between the two teat scores;_ and they may be 
measuring the same thing . None of the other 1ntercorrelations 
would seem to be high enough to indicate any possible over-
lapping or duplication of function. IJ.hese 1ntercorrelat1ons 
may be of use to the f_acul ty at General College 1n sugges t.1ng 
possible reductions in their testing program. In the case of 
t he two high 1ntercorrelations mentioned , 1f they feel that 
they would like to cut down on the amount of testing done , they 
might use only one test score of each pair . Since Reading Com-
prehe sion is used for guidance purposes a~ well, they might 
decide t o give only the reading section of the Ohio S t~te (if 
they want to reduce the amount of testing) . The Langu ge 
sec tion of the Cal. M. i • Test would seem to b~ the one to re-
tain if they are planning any reductions, sine~ it has auch a 
high degree of relationship with the Cal . M. M. Total score 
anu also has, seemingly, a gr•eater predictive value than the 
total score in almost every instance . However, elimination of 
the on•Lenguage section ould greatly decrease the poas1-
b111 t1es for guidance purposes of the teat battery. In any 
case, these 1ntercorrelat1ons· prove an objective baai.s that may 
b used in any plans for rev1s1on of the test battery. 
Regression Equations and Multiple Correlations 
Regression equations.-- The regreeaion equations computed 
--1 ~~= 
for each subject-ma'tter field f urnish a means of predicting 
f0r a . i.ven individual the degree of academic succes he may 
exp ec t if raw scores ar e avail b l e on the six predictors . 
These equations must be used wi th r eservation, since 1t 1s 
realized that many factors other t han scholastic aptitude con-
tribute to success or fai lure. ut they can serve as rough 
guide . And the relative sizes of the regressi on coef ftci ents 
I f or each predictor (bl , ~' ~ ~ etc . ) indicate the proportional 
I i mpor t ance of each predictor i n predi c ting success in th t 
I field under consideration. 
ultiple correlations.-- Under ordinary condi tions , it is 
expec t ed that if several predictors are c arefully selec ted and 
used together as a predictive t eam, they will yield a h . her 
coeffi cient of correlation than t hat produced by any single 
criterion i n the team. ult1ple corre lations obtained in thi s 
study do not achieve this effec t . In no cas e is t he multip le 
R larger than so me individual "r•a " for the criteria used . 
How can this be explained ; and wh t imp lications would it seem 
\ to have? 
I Our ult1ple H's are probably lower because o:ur team of 
predic t ors was not carefully selected . In each of the six 
cases, all of the predictors ere used, regardless of their 
apparent degree of effec t iveness. In every case, correlations 
· with a value very near to zero wer e included, and in almost 
every case at least one correla t ion of minus value was 1n -
eluded in the team. As a result , the multiple R's ere re-
d·:tced instead of being increas ed. Or dinarily, exceptionally 
low po·a1tive correlations and all negative correlations ou ld 
not be used , and the resulting R would be greater than any of 
the individual "rts tt employed. This was not true 1n this 
study, because the team ·of predictors was not carefully 
selected. 
The fact that the R•s .are lower than individual "r•s" 
seems to indicate that the use of these six predictors as a 
team is a disadvantage rather than an advantage. I t would sug-
gest that General College may be doing more testing than is 
necessary (if they use all of these scores f'o r admissions pur-
poses) . Actually , they could predict academic success better 
by using only one or two se·lec ted test scores (those which 
yielded the highest ttrtsn in each case). This study provides 
objective data that may be used in an evaluati on of the test · 
battery for admissions purposes. The coeffici·ent s of multiple 
correla ti on seem to supply striking evidence in favor of re-
ducing the amount of testing done (e.t least that testing done 
for e.dm1ss1ons purposes only). Some of' the tests which seem 
to have little or no prognostic. value,. such as the Cal . 11 • .• 1. 
Non-Language , are very useful 1n guidance situa t ions, and the 
• faculty and administration may favor continuing their use for 
that reason . 
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CHAPTER VI 
LI I TATIONS OF THE wTUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Limitations of the Study 
Study group.-- It is regrettable that the study group 
used was not larger. Although a group of 265 students out of 
618 entering freshmen may be a large enough sample, it is 
quite possible that it is not truly a representative sample. 
By not using those who didn't complete the two-year course 
and those for whom all test scores were not complete and 
available, it may very well be that the sample is biased be-
cause certain groups, such as drop-outs, those who were asked 
to withdraw, or those who transferred to other schools, are 
not represented. 
The s tudy group may not be typical enough of the usual 
freshman group so that it may adequately serve as a true 
examp le. Those freshmen entering in 1946 are not the type of 
freshmen General College, or any other institution, can expect 
in "normal" years. The class is lopsided in its make-up, re-
garding the top-heavy ratio of men students to women students. 
The average age of' members of the class seems to be con-
siderably higher than is usually the case. The type of student 
may not be typical, because of the fact that such a large 
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percentage of the s tudy group are receiving assistance i n fi-
nancing tbe1r education by means of funds pro vided for veterans 
under Pub l ic Law 346 and Public Law 16. Many of these stu-
dents (and other l ike them) might not otherwise be able to 
attend college in "normal" years . 
Reliability 2! !h! marking system.-• In Chapter V the 
questionable statistical procedures used in computing marks 
during the fi rst two years at Genera l College were discuss ed. 
Under the best of conditions, there 1s some degree of unre~ 
liabi l ity i nvolved in using marks as a criterion, but the 
1 weaknesses of this early marking system tends to make results 
of' this · a tudy even less valid. 
Validity£! instruments used.-- The validity of the three 
psychological tests used may operate in lowering the validity 
of the findings of this study. Actual l y , there 1s no such 
thing as "the validity" of a test. Tests have a certain 
validity only in certain specific instances and under specified 
conditions. None of these tests gives coeff icients of validity 
to apply for students attending a "general education" institu-
tion . In fact, validity for the California •rest of •!enta l 
aturity is only inferred , and the Otis and Ohio State both .use . 
high- scpool students in their standardization population . 
Effect of' other variables. -- Possibly the greatest limi-
tation of the study is that it makes no allowance tor consider-
ation of variables other than scholastic apti tude 1n predicting 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
I 
academic success. This is a very real Vleakness, since many 
I
ll other variables affect academic ouccesa, some, perhaps, even 
I more than does scholastic aptitude . . 
I 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Repeat studies.-- Simtlar studies should be run at a 
later date using a more rep-resentative study group in times 
that may be more nearly "normal". The improvement 1n the 
marking system already effected will tend to great l y i ncrease 
I the validity of any results obtained. 
Changes .!.!! procedures emp loyed.-- It is strongly recom-
11 mended that 1n any further research that may be done factors 
other than scholastic aptitude be considered ln predicting 
academi c success . Such variables as high-school grades , study 
habi ts and skills, physical health, vocational motives , edu-
cational motives, extra-curricular act1v1tles , employment, and 
personality factors should be included wherever possible . 
Inasmuch as 1t is generally accepted that a co b1nat1on 
of selected criteria w1ll always yield a better result than 
use of any single variable , experiments should be run to .find 
out which combinations of predictors do the most effective ~ob 
of predicting academic success . However, these combinat ions 
should be carefully selected and should not include any 
variables which produce a negat ve correlation coefficient or 
even a relatively low positive coefficien t of correlation. 
I 
II 
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Another type. of study that might be done is . a follow-up 
of graduates of General College who continue t~eir education 
and of graduates end "drop-outs" who don't go any .farther with 
their education. In due time, these follow- up studies could 
attemp t to evaluate the program at General College on the 
basis of job satisfaction and vocational adjustment. 
One very apparent suggestion 1s that there be further 
research and many studies done. Inasmuch as general educat ion 
is still a comparativel;v new field , 1t ls essential that re-
searchers thoroughly investigate all poss1~le aspecta of the 
program. Ob,1~tCt1 ve measures of evaluation are sorely needed 
tn order that the claimed advantages for this type of education 
. may be e1th r proven or d1aproven. This small, highly-
restricted study doesn't begin to scratch the surface in the 
area . Possibl y the greatest streng th of this atudy lies 1n 
the fact that its very inadequacy may serve as a springboard 
for f u ture research which is very definitely needed. 
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GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE 
Summary of All Grades and Test Scores for 265 Boston University 
General College Students Used in This Study 
Raw Test scores 
- ·- ·.;:;.;;;;;..;;.;;.,.;;.;;. 
CMM 
12 ~5 4 15 54 56 43 40 83 ?S 
14 12 4 29 74 62 49 36 85 90 
20 ].8 20 18 98 66 53 39 92 127 
31 28 31 28 149 62 38 34 '12 93 
18 15 18 19 85 55 36 32 68 . T7 
35 23 34 36 158 67 'S7 36 73 87 
23 12 26 25 110 57 45 34 79 78 
25 15 23 19 1.0'1 46 42 30 72 67 
11 15 12 12 64 58 37 34 71 74 
12 26 20 18 95 46 45 35 80 60 
12 15 18 23 83 62 43 37 80 so 
10 20 12 22 '77 5'7 44 32 76 70 
17 18 1'5 .19 88 63 34 34. 68 62 
26 20 26 22 115 66 56 33 89 .113 
19 12 18 17 80 67 39 56 '15 87 
27 
30 
50 
34 ,. 
30 
27 
23 
32 
29 
30 
36 
31 
45 
34 
en 
.._,! 
GENERAL .PURPOSE TABLE (continued) 
-Grades Raw Test Scores 
Pers • . . Grade -- .. Ohio Ohio 
Hum .. Occ . · Pol. Point CD CD CD State state 
Putil fZf: Rel• P>szch. Ee~ · Sc1 • . Tota1 Otis Lars· N. L. Total Total R. a. ( ) (3} (4) (5) ·(6) (7) (8) . (9 .. (.10} ' (fi) {12} (13) ' 
16 19 23 20 20 ~4 96 64 38 37 75 82 35 
17 l-8 ' ll 23 12 18 82 62 50 4l. 91 90 40 
18 19 22 20 28 22 lll 62 49 36 85 86 33 
19 15 18' 10 15 . 13 71 52 34 31 65 62 22 
20 17 19 20 23 20 99 5l 42 35 77 50 16 
21 15 · 16 15 15 15 76 58 40 36 76 6? 25 
22 20 18 20 18 17 93 63 56 4i 97 .111 43 
23 29 23 15 28 29 124 46 41 29 70 69 25 
24 18 14 23 12 14 81 65 39 35 75 84 27 
25 18 18 20 23 21 100 55 35 39 74 79 33 
26 22 22 10 20 19 93 68 45 35 80 94 30 
27 34 35 36 31 34 170 56 48 33 81 106 35 
28 34 28 31 31 28 152 5i 51 38 89 116 37 
29 26 26 56 31 36 1 55 58 65 39 104 . 133 52 
30 .19 23 12 23 22 99 65 45 34 79 107 43 
31 23 22 l2 20 20 97 64 52 39 91 93 35 
32 2'7 :26 26 26 28 133 68 53 3.3 86 91 56 
33 28 25 20 26 26 125 60 40 31 71 92 40 
34. 14 15 15 12 17 73 65 43 36 79 102 42 
35 28 36 12 31 .·36 143 60 45 24 69 115 46 
J 
en 
(continued ) 
,aw Test Scores 
_..._.........., .......,.......,........,. 
36 11 16 12 1:2 14 65 51 43 3Z 76 101 
37 .22 23 26 20 19 110 49 28 20 48 68 3 
38 11 16 18 15 16 76 62 48 37 85 84 .28 
30 27 31 36 34 36 164 65 47 33 80· 104 4S 
40 22 25 20 28 27 1.22 66 34 34 ea 59 3 
~8 14 20 12 25 S9 6:5 44 20 72 lOS 3 
16 14 15 lB 11 74 6S 51 42 93 ll.S 4 
32 '26 51 23 23 135 63 48 29 77 91 38 
19 4 18 B 71 46 51 28 79 86 34 
45 1.8 18 20 12 11 79 49 29 40 69 72 35 
46 31 S5 36 31 27 150 69 45 .::n 82 110 
1.? 20 19 12 18 26 95 59 34 33 67 70 
4S l~ 18 10 10 20 so 75 50 34 84 123 
9 25 22 23 26 24 120 61 4G 30 76 ll5 
50 14 15 l.a 15 20 82 6 5 41 32 73 ·83 
1 20 20 20 23 22 105 62 47. 38 85 HG St) 
52 34 32 35 31 28 lGl 61 52 30 82 103 46 
53 28 27 S6 26 25 l~/)· ....... es 60 39 99 124 48 
54 16 19 15 18 22 90 58 46 32 80 84 39 
55 28 34 3G 28 31 157' 56 57 26 83 129 51 
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Grades 
Pers. Grade 
Hum. Occ. .Pol. Point 
Pu~il tar· Rel. Psfch. Ec .. . Sci. Total (1) (3) . ( ) (51 (6) (7) 
56 34 36 36 34 26 166 
57 20 11 26 10 7 74 
58 14 18 20 18 32 102 
59 25 30 23 31 31 140 
60 16 15 18 23 12 84 
61 36 28 23 31 25 143 
62 23 22 26 15 19 105 
63 19 27 15 23 25 109 
64 23 25 28 23 20 119 
65 19 18 4 20 19 80 
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67 22 19 28 .23 24 116 
68 26 26 10 26 27 115 
69 19 20 10 18 22 89 
70 20 14 26 20 25 105 
71 16 18 18 12 12 76 
72 15 15 18 18 32 98 
73 27 30 36 26 35 154 
74 36 36 23 36 32 163 
75 35 28 23 31 26 143 
.!!.!!!: Test Scores 
m.m CMM CMM 
Otis Lang. N .. L. Total 
(8) (9) (16) (11) 
59 62 41 lO~ ... 
65' 47 28 ···75:· ... · . 
72 50 37 ~7 · 
44 42 27 69 
62 43 36 79 ' 
71 57 35 92 
51 35 34 69 
59 45 34 79 
54 41 31 72 
54 47 36 83 
70 54 39 93 
58 38 39 77 
66 58 36 94 
55 56 28 84 
61 45 34 79 
53 42 33 75 
58 50 . 27 77 
68 56 32 88 
66 51 34 85 
62 48 27 75 
Ohio 
· State 
Total 
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43 
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45 
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39 
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36 
43 
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Grades 
Per s. Grade 
Hum~ Occ .~ Pol. Point 
~11 ff,. f~t· pf{~· fg' ygt· Ty~jl 
76 20 23 18 23 19 103 
77 34 35 12 36 36 153 
78 30 27 26 31 31 145 
79 25 26 15 28 34 · 128 
80 22 30 26 23 32 133 
81 18 15 15 12 11 '1l 
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Raw Test Scores 
---
CMM CMM CMltf 
?~ts ~,. fiot· tfi'1 
74 41 29 70 
68 61 32 93 
63 63 34. 97 
70 65 49 114 
61 52 36 88 
53 ·· g 36 45 
61 4:8- 29 77' 
60 4l. 37 78 
53 48 31 '19 
72 60 36 96 
63 42 39 81 
56 52 23 75 
53 54 35 89 
?4 55 42 97 
60 44 27 71 
.63 48 .29 77 
:44 36 32 68 
53 44 21 65 
62 50 33 83 
51 38 31 69 
Ohio 
Stat e 
t~~'l 
100 
119 
128 
80 
98 
95 
79 
103 
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80 
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107 
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84 
109 
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Ohio 
Stat e 
ft~8· 
'ST 
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24 
38 
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47 
27' 
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39 . 
40 
42 
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33 
43 
33 
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96 20 20 ·· .28 ~ 19 '102 
9'1 22 ~9 12 20 20 ·93 
98 22 22 18 18 1.9 99 
99 25 26 18 28 26 123 
100 10 14 10 10 18 62 
101 15 J.5. l.O 1.5 18 !13 
102 25 22 20 26 26 U9 
103 35 35 36 M .:$2 1?2 
104 20 20 12 23 27 102 
105 .30 32 36. 34 34 166 
.106 20 19 15 2G 24 . 104 
107 15 16 28 lS 20 91 
108 36 36 36 '36 36 100 
109 2S 26 36 26 31 147 
J.lO 24 25 20 2S 26 118 
111 19· 18 12 18 19 86 
112 15 15 20 15 14 19 
1.13 12 10 23 10- 18 75 
l14 32 32 36 31 31 162 
us 1.7 15 15 20 1'7 84 
-
Raw 'rest scoros 
....._.. .............. 
a 
55 42 31 76 
71 44 35 T1 
62 56 . 33 ag 
64 52 3'1' 09 
6-l 47 41. as 
59 ·49 36 65 
60 40 3.0 70 
··'53 ~· 30 '75 
57 . ~ 34 '12 
sa. 52 39 91 
64 43 31 74 
·60 42 34 76 
64 55 38 9~ 
48 32 S$ 65 
50 45 36 81 
60 56 35 91 
58 40 41 81 
56 33 S4 6'1 
69 62 32 94 
46 43· 36 79 
68 
100 
93 
116 
99 
100 
l.OO 
89 
64 
112 
Sl 
61 
116 
96 
so 
105 
71 
100 
137 
·65 
Oh io 
Stat 
29 
36 
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49 
45 
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35 
30 
25 
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45 
35 
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34 
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28 
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GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE (Continued ) 
Grades 
Pers. Grad~ 
Rum. Occ. Pol. Point 
Pu!11 E~. Rel. Psych. Ee. Sci. Totsl. ( ) ( (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) 
116 18 15 10 20 18 81 
117 27 22 20 20 19 108 
118 36 33 23 34 23 149 
119 15 12 18 12 16 73 
120 32 25 28 20 18 123 
121 27 29 26 31 26 139 
122 20 18 28 20 20 106 
123 15 20 4 23 23 85 
124 20 23 18 23 27 Ill 
125 36 28 36 31 36 167 
126 19 20 20 23 18 100 
127 15 15 15 18 20 83 
128 15 18 20 15 20 88 
129 16 18 10 l2 15 71 
130 2G 30 . 10 31· 29 123 
131 17 10 25 15 11. '79 
132 19 23 4 18 16 80 
133 28 22 23 23 19 115 
134 23 22 36 18 23 122 
135 23 26 10 26 25 110 
Raw Test Scores 
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CJOI CD CD 
Otis ~B· N. L. Total (8.) {9) (10) (11) 
59 51 26 . 77 
5'1 44 S2 76 
53 50 26 76 
54 36 2'7 63 
49 58 28 86 
44 48 20 68 
50 51 28 79 
67 52 31 83 
72 63 38 101 
64 47 42 89 
56 4tl 30 '17 
54 43 38 81 
48 36 23 59 
63 58 35 93 
59 38 31 69 
58 36 31 67 
70 54 31 85 
54 43 34 7'1 
50 40 34 74 
74 59 38 97 
.ohio 
State 
Tota1 (12) 
103 
111 
121 
57 
123 
100 
118 
70 
119 
97 
78· 
'14 
7l 
112 
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84 
113 
102 
72 
137 
Ohio 
state 
R. C. (13) 
38 
40 
42 
28 
45 
34 
40 
34 
51 
43 
35 
28 
24 
43 
51 
30 
39 
39 
36 
55 
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Grades 
Pers .. Gra de 
Hum .. Oce~ Pol .. Point 
Pu;eil En~ . Rel. Pszch . Ec,. Sci . Total (1) (2 (3) (4) (5~ (6) (7} 
136 32 .27 31 23 28 141 
137 28 25 26 23 25 127 
138 30 30 36 26 20 142 
139 ~9 18 10 18 21 86 
140 26 25 10 28 23 112 
141 35 30 12 28 23 128 
142 11 ll 26 18 15 81 
143 32 26 36 20 19 133 
144 21 17 23 20 1.9 100 
145 12 4 15 ·4 12 47 
146 26 19 20 23 22 110 
l.47 26 ·. 22 36 26 14 124 
148 22 24 4 20 l.B 88 
149 14 a 12 4 1~ 55 
150 22 14 20 18 14 88 
151 18 18 15 2-0 IS 89 
152 17 19 18 18 19 91 
153 22 16 28 15 18 99· 
l54 22 27 23 ~(, 2~ 120 
155 15 10 15 18 12 rtO 
/). 
Raw Test Scores 
--
CMU CMLI CUM 
Otis Lm,· N.. L. Total ( 8 ) (lO) (ll) 
59 60 29 89 
75 59 36 95 
62 49 32 81 
58 49 33 82 
48 46 25 71 
42 46 15 61 
58 53 38 91 
66 56 ~ 94 
59 45 33 78 
61 31 30 61 
66 45 40 85 
59 46 36 82 
66 40 33 '73 
52 31 36 ' 67 
51 43 37 80 
44 45 25 70 
54 29 ~2 61 
47 41 28 69 
63· 48 26 74 
. ·60 40 35 75 
Ohio 
Stat·e 
Total 
{12) 
125 
l.23 
95 
73 
80 
105 
98 
132 
'73 
57 
97 
102 
94 
78 
79 
74 
61 
82 
93 
75 
Ohio 
State 
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47 
46 
31 
25 
15 
34 
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GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE (continued) 
1'76 34 35 23 36 36 164 
177 23 19 12 20 23 97 
178 17 20 31 23 26 11'7 
179 11 18 26 1'8 17 90 
100 26 33 2.0 34 34 14'7 
181 28 23 36 23 26 136 
182 24 23 36 28 35 146 
183 15 14 23 18 15 85 
184 17 16 23 20 26 102 
185 8 14 28 4 11 65 
186 26 26 26 51 24 133 
18'7 23 19· 26 23 18 109 
188 35 36 28 36 36. 17~ 
189 2'1 30 26 28 30 141. 
190 23 22 20 23 .22 llO 
i91 16 20 31 23 19 109 
192 2'1 28 28 23 31 137 
193 19 15 12 18 16 80 
194 14 20 4 23 20 81 
195 32 35 18 28 26 139 
!'!!!! ~ Scores 
CMM CD 
60 54 38 92 
52 41 35 76 
49 41 33 '74 
57 ~5 33 78 
62 48 21 69 
63 22 35 5'1 
'11 52 39 91 
52 39 3'4 73 
63 43 35 78 
49 38 26 64 
59 41 29 '10 
48 36 28 64 
sa 48. 37 85 
GO 47 30 ·77 
52 35 31 66 
52 37 .32 69 
52 37 32 69 
60 43 29 72 
56 54 33 87 
47 39 20 59 
111 
65 
58 
89 
83 
128 
85 
54 
90 
78 
107 
57 
121 
102 
69 
80 
79· 
94 
111 
98 
Ohio 
State 
39 
27 
19 
38 
36 
53 
33 
l8 
39 
27 
41 
26 
4:7 
39 
16 
26 
32 
29 
33 
48 
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GENERAL PURPOSE 'rABLE ~continued). 
Grade s Raw Test Score s 
Pars. Gra de -- Ohio Ohio 
Jfum • . Occ. . Pol. Poin t CMM CldM C1mt Sta te Sta te 
Pulil · En~. Rel • . Pstch • . Ec • . Sci • . Tota l Otis La§f• . N •.. L • . Total. To.tal R. C~-( l (2 (3) · C ) (S) (.6) f7} (8) ( (!o) (11) (12) (13) 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
22 
28 
25 
15 
16 
20 
18 
19 
35 
32 
15 
18 
19· 
32 
20 
22 
11 
28 
20 
19 
26 
31 
23 
8 
19 
18 
.14 
18 
36 
35 
18 
18 
19 
31. 
!6 
17 
10 
24 
20 
11 
23 
10 
28 
20 
20 
18 
20 
20 
36 
28 
26 
10 
28 
31 
20 
10 
28 
23. 
1.0 
20 
26 m l23 
26 34 129 
26 27 129 
12 10 65 
2Q 27 - 102 
20 l.S 94 
15 18 85 
12 12 81 
36 35 178 
34 22 151 
23 25 107 
15 19· 80 
18 15 99 
31 25 150 
18 16 90 
18 20 87 
·4 4 57 
26 20 121 
23 14 87 
12 11 73 
51 32 32 
75 62 31 
·69 ·45 . 34 
54 45 . 33 
57 44 28 
65 41 36 
69 55 35 
60 40 30 
51' 53 24 
60 48 35 
55 33 33 
56 30 35 
45 47 32 
63 43 31 
49 38 19 
53 26 32 
72 49 40 
64 64 32 
53 48 29• 
64 48 29 
64 '76 
93 112 
79 91 
78 ' 89 
72 a 
77 85 
90 82 
70 79 
77 132 
83 106 
66 79 
65 76 
79 98 
74 111 
57 106-
58 109 
89· 100 
96 123 
77 88 
77 117 
33 
46 
33 
36 
36 
40 
32 
26 
45 
44 
29 
34 
32 
40 
49 
45 
39 
47 
29 
39 
~-- ==~~===================================================================!========= 
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GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE (continued ) 
216 20 19 l.S 23 23 103 
21.7 31 33 23 26 2·0 133 
218 23 19 15 20 16 93 
219 18 22 12 18 10 80 
220 8 14 15 18 11 ·66 
22.1 23· 27 23 28 20 121. 
222 23 15 26 20 15 99·. 
223 16 16 20 l5 .23 .90 
22.4 31 32 31 28 27 14.9 
225 26 30 26 31 36 149 
226 ll 14 18 12 10 65 
227 24 22 23 23 30 122 
228 ll 12 12 4 J.4 53 
229 30 23 . 31 .20 19 123 
230 15 14 12 15 20 76 
231 23 18 20 18 20 99 
232 18 e 36 4 .12 '78 
233 30 34 31 34 32 .161 
234 7 7 18 4 11 47 
235 14 18 20 15 15 82 
~ Test ,;:S:.::c:.::o.;:;.r-.e.;:;.s 
CD 
52 31 36 6'1 
57 41 33 74. 
5'7 55 -32 87 
52 52 30 82 
51 41 34 '75 
54 46 31 ?7 
54 40 29 69 
63 ·42 3'3 75 . · 
61 55 35 ' 90 
59 50 2"1 '77 
50 38 33 n 
64 42 32 ·'1'4 
55 28 33 61 
67 56 .33 89 
56 36 Sl 67 
61 51 32 83 
59 -50 34 84 
68 65 28 93 
43 31 33 64 
49 42 34 76 
-
44 
84 
101 
67 
69 
96 
100 
84 
119 
88 
64 
103 
'71 
113 
50 
91 
'14 
131 
36 
96 
Ohio 
State 
12 
59 
40 
17 
29 
38 
43 
33 
41 
14 
37 
42 
22 
41 
25 
30 
28 
52 
14 
33 
..._,I 
00 
-- ==II 
GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE (continued) 
Raw Test Scores 
-- Ohio 
CD CD State State 
R. C. 
3J 
236 22 26 20 26 28 1.22 62 48 37 85 71 27 
23'7 36 35 36 36 26 169 54 4'1 37 84 85 32 
238 26 'in 18 23 22 116 49 44 33 '77 95 34 
239 14 15 18 18 20 85 52 40· 35 75 69 24 
240 11 16 10 15 19 71 50 33 34 67 '79 27 
241 16 12 20 12 20 80 58 48 34 82 108 3'7 
242 28 28 20 26 31 133 6'7 43 32 15 89 35 
243 19 26 20 23 22 110 6'1 52 33 85 102 26 
' 2.U 19 20 28 18 19 1.04 46 30 30 60 go 26 
2~ 17 15 28 18 22 100 71 59 32 91 109 50 
246 18 23 20 23 24 108 66 64 31 95 135 51 
~4'7 18 14 20 12 20 84 59 44 37 81 53 23 
248 16 20 26 20 14 96 51 40 30 70 93 42 
2.9 23 26 31 23 27 130 60 45 35 80 70 31 
250 19 25 20 23 30 117 6'7 54 37 91 139 53 
251 2'1 22 18 18 20 105 59 45 35 80 96 41 
252 22 17 26 15 19 99 77 49 36 85 128 54 
253 22 25 12 26 22 107 52 38 36 74 62 22 
254 31 28 20 28 20 127 52 38 28 66 lOS 34 
255 18 17 23 12 14 84 44 33 37 70 66 27 
----· ============================================================================~~======== 
:-.J 
- - _ I 
GEiillRAL PURPOSE TABLE «concluded) 
250 25 23 26· 23 20 117 
257 25 23 12 26 27, ll3 
258 22 20 ·31 00 19 U2 
259 20 25 28 23 32 128 
260 21. 19 Sl 20 19 110 
2Gl 'Z'1 25 18 26, 25 121 
262 18 20 20 18 17 93 
~63 20 .20 36 20 21 117 
264 22 22 28 2-3 19 '114 
265 28 25 18. 28 20 125 
,j 
Raw Teat Scol"o _ __ .........,......,.........., 
45 47 34 Sl 
62 45 26· '7l 
48 46 26 72 
49 33 3.9 '12 
63 45 .39 84 
66 36 36 ''12 
61 40 57 "17 
55 36 .35 '71 
6~ 52 42 94 
·49 45 35 so 
e 
94 
99 
'1·4 
e.2 
112 
131 
'76 
07 
'106 
66 
29 
38 
26 
3? 
40 
52 
36 
36 
43 
2& 
CL 
c 
181 
.. 
Summary ot Totals tor !!! Factors 
Subjects Mean s. D. ~X ix2 
- · 
English 21.95 6.48 5;~16 138,898 
Hwnan Relations 21.73 6~78 5;758 137,268 
Pers. & Occ. PS7Ch. 21.22 8~12 5,6.22 136,770 
Pol. Ec. 21.61 7.14 s.727 137,243 
Science 21.95 6.63 s,al6 139,430 
Grnde•Point ~otal 108.45 28.64 28,'139 3,334,023 
Test Scores 
-
Otis 58.96 7.81 15,624: 937,270 
Cal. 14. M. Lang. 45~·18 8,60 11,972 560,382 
Cal. M. M~ Non~Lang. 33.08 4.69 8,766 295,850 
Cal. •• K. To tal 78 ,26. 10.25 20,738 1,650,740 Ohio State Total 92.26 . 20~1 '7. 24;449 "' 2,363-159 
Ohio State R. c. 35,4:9 8.54 . 9,40~ " . 353,299 
1 
I 
